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THE MORNING STAR, DOVER, N. H., DECEMBER21

VOL. LVI.
belonging

STAR

MORNING

THE

WEDNESDAY,

That came with measured steps sublime
Down through the. corridors of time;
Then angels came and talked with men

Of glorious things that yet would be,

When all the earth would smile sgain
With Eden’s grace and purity.
O'er Judah’s silver-mantled plains,
When shepherds watched their
night,

by

flocks

was the burden of the song

And *‘ on‘earth pesce, good will to men,”

Rose to the arches of the sky
. That sent the music back again.

And wise men hasten to behold
The mighty Day-spring from on high,
And bring to him their gifts of gold.

By doing good; and where he trod,

Revealed the shining way of God.
Re, Jolce to-day, ring all the bells,

And let each voice with song arise,
And with the organ’s Highest swell,
skies.

— Selected.

we ask

the continued
the

invite

and

subscribers

Ssaription of new friends and readers.
‘We announce as editorial contributors
Ser 1882 the following names: Rev. John
Fullonton, D. I., Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D.,
Rev. G. H. Ball, D. D., Rev. J. M.
Brewster, Rev. W. H. Bowen, D. D., Rev.
D.

D.,

Howe, D. D.
We algo anncance

able

aod

that

Rev.

J.

the

A.

F.

Geo.

Mr,

Mosher, for six years editor of

Siar,

CHILWELL
ENGLAND,

or

tional Union

became

a

principles.

All this, however,

fresh, -new or

striking.

Moreover,

cor-

The Church of England

our

socially and intellectually,

missionary in India, and also from other
able correspondents abroad aad in our

own land. Qur Sabbath School and Mission
departments will continue under the eflicient charge of Rev. G. C. Waterman, who
will hereafter be able to devote himself
more fully than ever to making them sat-

isfactary and helpful to all.
introducing

some

Con-

gregationalism has made no conspicuous
progress during the last half century.

for

columns. Moreover, letters may be expected as usual from Dr. James L. Phillips,

is rather

flat and tame, because such review and.
re-assertion of principles contain nothing

foreign

special

churtch—a

of equals ruled

by the laws of its

only

tive spirit of change once more touches
the question of religious organizations
and beliefs, time will no longer be on the
side of state-establishment of religion,
‘and freedom, enlargement and a new
spiritual strength and power will be
claimed and won for the church of the
The Baptist Union at Southampton and
Portsmouth gave the opportunity for an
unusual amount of platform speaking and
preaching. Muny themes were touched
upon by the speakers, specially revivalism, ¢* Moody and Sankey,” and the
« Salvation Army.” Much distrust was

expressed with reference to the real value
of these extraordinary and somewhat
ity of feeling, but it

so far as

Baptists

was

have

done

more,

skims the cream,

of

Congre-

gational churches, and the vigor with
which it has sought to regain its hold
upon the nation has been rewarded during
the last fifty years with marked success.
The conflicts, divisions and strifes of our
free churches operate prejudicially upon

their aational position. Unitarians, Methodists,

Independents,

Baptists, and even

Quakers, as they advanoein social position and culture invariably sit loosely to
their

ecclesiastical

relationship, and

a-

mongst the laity,at least, very largely pass
over iuto the Established Church. In the

last forty years,

known to me for the

nothing

impresses

Free churches to participate to the full in
the social advancementof their children.

rather than less, than was promised’ at

If

foremost among Unitarians and

and contributors is preparing, which includes "the names of well-known favorites

of the

readers

of the

Siar.

New

names are to be added which ‘cannot fail
to give increased variety and strength

me

more in chiirch affaivs than the failure of

the beginning.

A (ull list of special correspondents

the

are concerned

repetition of the visit of Mr. Moody and
Mr. Sankey will not be hailed with such
universal expectation and enthusiasm as
the previous visit. The conviction’ could
not be concealed that no results of perto the
accrued
manent value have
stir
and
excitement
the
from
churches
produced by the great meetings of a few
years back. Mr. Spurgeon preached twice
at the Union Meetings, having a German
prince and hissuite in his audience on one
after the
occasion; and immediately
meetings the great preacher bade his own
congregation in Loodon farewell for a
time and set out for Mentone. Mr. Moody
has occupied Mr. Spurgeon’s pulpit siace,
for one Sunday at least, and hundreds of
people were unable to obtain admission
to hear him.
There is’ just now a kind of epidemic of

BY

PRO

J.

FULLONTON,

D.

Prof. Phelps, in his recent theories on
«The Theory of Preaching,” takes occasion

“gre

evidence

of

deep

emotion,”

ther in speaker or hearer.
Now, admitting all this to be true

the

descendants of

those

who

were

Quakers

in towns I know, forty years ago, are now

to be found in the bosom of : the mother
church, one need not be mueh surprised
that Independents and: Buptists, not so
distinetly separated in dootrine from the
Church of England,

are also

obliged to

ei-

as a

general statement, there is wanting a clear

and just discrimination betweeptears resulting from bare appeals to the passions,
or from the rehearsal of affecting anecdotes with a view to this effect, and tears
as the legitimate resuit of genuine gospel preaching.
It is obvious, I think, that the pulpit of
to-day is rather to be eomplained of for

And

still

we readily allow that dry sermons, very
dry ones, are not always useless to souls,
when perhaps ‘‘ moist” ones might have

been more profitable.

It is far from be-

ing true that all preaching which incites to
tears is merely sensational, and of course

shallow and ineffective.

Nothing

moves

like religion. If anything ought 10 break
up the fountains of the deep of souls, it is
tte conception of one’s lost and ruined
condition; it is the earnest portrayal of
the love of God towards sinners through

Jesus Christ.

creases ;'but nevertheless in England,

sermons,’ especially in their perorations,
were wont to be tender, and even pathet-

do

not

hesitate

our readers that they. shall
from

the

best

hearts

and

heads

as

olble, interesting, instructive, and helpful, ‘a Free-church man tells me is the case
+ We feghjustifiedyin
, claiming ‘that the

Star hag been wont to 6tatd in the front.
rank of religious weeklies'in this country,
It means to sustain itself, to hold all that
it has achieved or gained, to be found at

preachers of the ages, but has been eminently true of many.
i do not think that Dr. Beecher could
properly be ranked as ‘‘a moist preacher.”

Still

his

Memoirs

show,

that

his

in Scotland, in the ordinary course of ic, and bis audiences were often thereby
events, *: time is on the side of a church greatly moved. He himself relates, that
establishment.”
Let
but a powerful at one time, upon descending from the
energetio religious life show itself in a pulpit after sermon, he noticed a youn
state church, and Non-conformity wages
with it a very unequal contest. Moreover

man remaining in his seat with his head
bowed, and, upon approaching
him,
found him, in bis own language, ‘* with

religious life will strain many a point
all times in the very forefront of the bat- that
to retain its advantager of soci: and his eyes all filled with tears.”
te for the Truth,
and to move with the

"progress of the providences of God.

who

| fecting appeals preached straight to the
heart. No one who reads his sermons,
especially those entitled, ¢* The small
pumber of the saved,” ** The deathof the
sinner,” ¢¢ The day of judgment” &c., can
be at a loss to account for the marvelous ef-

¢¢ Possibly never have our Missionsibeen.

terest that created a Free Baptist Seminary
grew to demand a college. Spring Arbor School
in Michigan moved to Hillsdale, and Geauga
Seminary did the same, and Hilisdale College

more richly blessed by the outpourings of
the Holy Spirit than during

began its work. Spring Arbor and Geauga were

wedded, single bliss was changed to double

riences gathered

blessedness, and a larger work is the fruitage.
The two schools still exist in the College, and

Jumes

A. Garfield

be-

longs to that estate. The funds and agencies
that changed his youthful purposes went inio
the €ollege bearing with them his name and

honors. They are deeply wrought into the
eternal records of that line-of forces. “It belongs to us to make the record visible, incarnate
and
gave
need
from

it, set it up in form, that all men may see
know that our people did this service and
a great statesman to the world.
We
it to quicken our zeal by visible fruits
our ‘labor in the Lord.” Sacridee for

Christian education pays!

We deserve it, for

fect on his hearers. It was simply overwhelming, sweeping the King and his
courliers, who were among his hearers,
as well as all inferior classes, into one

we did the first work, made the first impress-

common current of irrepressible emotion.
Prof. Park, in his Memoirs of Dr. Emmons, one of the most eminent of New

England scholars and divines of the last
century,

insertsgan

extract

of

a

letter

written by one of the Dr's pupils, who, in
describing the first sermon which he
heard from him, says, —*His tears chased
each other down

his cheeks, he well-nigh

sobbed. The sighs of his hearers were
frequent, and plainly audible.”
St. Paul bears this testimony to the
Ephesians:
¢ By the space of three
years, I ceased not to warn every one night
and day with tears.”
But why multiply examples ? Not only
over irrepressible grief ‘at the grave, but
over the

sinners

in

Jesusalem,

Jesus

wep”

:

are wanted for

GARFIELD HALL, to niake one of the group of
splendid buildings on College Hill at Hillsdale,

There
will

are ten thousand Free
be pleased and honored

Baptists

who

by having

Lheir

names enrolled among the friends of such a
memorial. It will not be a column of unused
stone, but a hall for culture, where

young men

will be started on careers of noble and useful
living.

One

The Star Quarterly for the first quarter
of 1882 is ready for.delivery and all orders
will be promptly filled. The price has been
reduced to 15 cts. a copy in clabs, which
makes it much cheaper than anything else
of the same quality. We believe it will be
found to be a better help in the study and
teaching of the lessons than ever before.
The important features by whicly it has already won its way into most of our
schools have been retained, and all the
work has been done more thoroughly and
carefully than heretofore, A new feature
is the brief Catechism appended to each
lesson. We ask attention to this and
1n some way in every

school.
The notes in the Star will be continued
Being
as during the last two quarters.

daring revivals have been

try during the summer months by our studepts.
Sabbath-schools have everywhere
received due attention, and temperance
work has been well sustained and

tive of much good.

poliical

position, and to reconcile

its

It state connection with its loyalty to con-

will aimto give the news. on all topics science and to Christ; while a generation

Paper will be continued

Some

been

have

changes,

made in the style and structure of the
Itis probable that other
Children’s Leaf.

produc-

Missionary meetings

and societies ‘have been encouraged, and
the gifts from

the hard

earnings

of the

poor to the cause of Missions abroad, indi-

cate what may be hoped for when the colored people become educated and
ous.”

prosper-

;

:

‘ How to do it.

:

The following, from the Heathen Wom—
an’s Friend, is commendedto the cousidertion of the agents of
the Missionary
Helper: A Western

:
missionary

for the Heuthen

woman

Woman's

sent

$33

Friend—the or-

gan of the Methodist Womaw's Miss. Soc.
She said in her letter to the publisher, ¢‘ I

wish

yon

knew

that

the

victory

was

gained, with but one exception, by person-

al solicitation. My list would have been
small indeed, but for hard, persistent.
work.
I may send in more names yet.”
The same mail brought in another letter
with

a very meager subscription

ing, ¢ This is all the money

list, say-

that has been

broughtto me yet.”’—M. M. H. H.

Ten

dollars will entitle the donor to enroll ten
names, if he so elects. A short, cheerful work
will express our feelings. Ten thousand letters ought to reach Hillsdale in two weeks,

each bearing
.at least ONE DOLLAR for this
Hall, To let it drag is to lose most of the reacting inspiration,
Let us act promptly, generously and we shall feel richly rewarded.
Every one who‘honors our lamented Presiand young, rich and poor, is invited to share
in erecting this monument to the memory of
our student, our friend, our statesman, our
Christian brother, our President.
© -0-0

MISSION WORK.
ABOUT

YOUNG

How

Missions Pay.

At the Inter-Seminary
Convention at
New Brunswick, the Rev. Dr. Scudder, of
Brooklyn, while enumerating ‘ considerations that should stir enthusiasm in a minister,

made

an

incisive

statement

of

the

ways in which Missions pay. They pay financially, as the old wheelwright found
who gave one dollar to Missions in the
Sandwich Islands, feeling as if he had
dropped it into the sea, but was amazed to
receive not long after an order for twenty
carts’ at ninety dollars each. They pay
scientifically, as the sixty languages reduced
by missionaries to grammatical
form attest. They pay restoratively, as the
Papuan and the Maori of the day bear wit-

CONDUCTED BY REV, G. C. WATERMAN.

ness;

MEN.

We have received a communication from
an anonymous correspondent signing himself * A layman”, asking proof of our
statement in the Star of Nov. 30, concerning the disposition of the young men graduating from our Theological Schools to
take pastorates in the smaller and less
Ordinarily we should
wealthy churches.
much time in anspend
to
inclined
feel
not
swering an anonymous letter-writer, and, 48
it happens, in this case it is not necessary.
The article of *‘J. ¥.” in the Star of las
week concerning * The Smaller Churches”,

changes will be made at an early day.

We

long before our schools that
nothing more now than that
be spared to make them ‘in
worthy of the patronage of
We

the

have

One, in describing

having heard a sermon

George Whitefield,

of his preached

but a few days before hisdeath, says,—
Ld

Ny

promise of

we need say
no pains will
all’ respects
our people.

valuable

assist-

ance from well-known contributors, old
and new, in filling the columns of these
papers with choice. and helpful reading
matter.
The price of these papers, in
clubs, is only 25 cts. each per year, which
makes them as cheap as any papers of
equal size and quality published in this
country.
in all these papers we shall aim to com-

bine as many excellences in the ‘mechani-

cal and editorial departments as possible.
We earnestly hope that our friends will
from other sources
not, order’ a supply

without first giving our own papers and
lesson helps a careful examination and a
fair trial.
We shall be pleased to receive any criticisms or friendly suggestions in regard to
any of these publications,
PRISE

GARFIELD HALL.
BY

REV.

G. H. BALL,D. D.

men revere in memory
All civilized,

coming generations, for he was pecaliarly the
product of our free, inspiring hfe. Such as
wrought

in his ‘development, more

worth, and

as their own,

than

oth-

appreciate his

delight to perpetuate his fame.

Heis among the early, fruitsof Free Baptist
sacrifices in the cause of Christian education.
If there had been no Geauga Seminary on

Chester Hill, five miles from bis birth-place,
the chances are, that he would’ have lived and

obscurity. If ‘a Geauga student bad
taught in the Garfield school-house, the
late James Garfield would | probubly. buve never entered on a course of study. A ferm or
two in the Seminary changed the whole bent
of his life.
« To him that hath shall be given.” The ind

lucre”,

for

lucre’s

the

than

sake,

and Africaner;

and Vara,

a Sand-

wich Islander, who, born a heathen, on his

death-bed said to friends
his canoe was

and

his

about him, that

ready, its

pilot on

sail

board;

was

and

spread,

a certain

Brahmin who, whén converted, beside being invincible in argument, possessed such

eloquence as to bring tears to Brahmin
eyes,—a feat as difficult as to wring moist-

ure from the pebbles of the brook.

That

they have restored society and whole nations, let the disappearance of Suttee, of

Wny

Nor?~—These are days of giant en-

terprises in the interests of commerce,

ence, art, and

literature.

Why

sci-

not carry

other men or preachers of .the present or the spirit of sanctified enterprise into our
A careful considany past age. - They may be greedy of it in religious life and work?
order to pay their debts, and that is not to eration will show that it is perfectly feasiWe
are far from beble, during the remaining years of. the
‘their
discredit.
lieving that “ A layman”, or any one else century, to put the Word of God into the
fully. acquainted with the facts, will’ be- hands of every living buman being in his
grudge to these brethren any needful help own tongue, and to proclaim the good tidings to every creature.
we may be able to give them in preparing
Ope hundred and eighteen millions befor the work to which they have been
called of Gud. It is, plainly enough, for long to Protestant and Evangelical churehour interests that they be enabled to enter es. If personally, or by proxy, every such
believer should, during
these
twenty
that work free from hindering weights and
years, reach six souls with the gospel, the
hampering embarrassments.
whole world would be evangelized. But
STORER COLLEGE.
suppose that only ten millions have real
We learn by letters recently received
that

there are nearly

150

students

tendance and new ones coming

in

at-

every

day.

There will be, as usual, a large increase in

the number after Christmas, and it begins
to look as if it might be a difficult matter
to provide accommodations for all who
will wish to attend the school. There
seems to be no limit to the size of the
school except

the

capacity

its

of

accom-

modations, and it is hoped that these will
ieep pace with the demand for them.
GRATIFYING

PROGRESS.

We take the statement below from the
report of the late Annual Meeting of the
Am. Miss. Association:
¢ The fortunes of the freed people during the current year indicate a marked deA healthy growth in all
gree of progress.
the branches of our Southern work is
quite discernible. It is strikingly evident
that the Freedmen are discovering the ex-

tent of the horizon opening up before them

our la-

mented President. He was both great and
good. Auiericaus especially delight to honor
his name and provide to make it sacred among

ers, claim him

do
of

We
cumstances as were the fathers.
not believe them to be more greedy
«filthy

through
one

At

‘our educational ipstitutions.

time, many

of

their

leaders

were at-

tracted by the allurements of political preso

ferment, and counted nothing

as

good

position in office, and many such, doubhtless, there will be to the end of time.
There 18, however, an increasing number
among them who are coming to realize
that intelligence and character developed
by Christian education have a command
ing worth and solid value that cannot be
conveyed by an appointment, or imbibed
This
during the sessions of a legislature.
Teachby
hastened
been
has
good resnlt
ers’ Institutes, conducted by Southern and
Northern educators, among

the

and

blagk

also the white citizens, sometimes large
numbers of both classes mingling in the
same

:

dollar will ensure the enrollment

of a name in the great Book of Record.

dent, in the church and out of the church, old

*. OUR 8. 8. PUBLICATIONS.

hope it will be used

ions, planted the seed which grew so rapidly
and gloriously in other ficlds and made it possible for our student to become the nation’s
President.

Ten THOUSAND DOLLARS

year.

borne forth into the villages and the coun~

retain all the honors, prerogatives and treasures
of their first estate.

the past

Wholé classes in a school have indulged
the hopes of a new life; and the rich expe-

the work was done in the spirit of self-denial
and sincere love to Christ, when we were poor
and feeble. The honor belongs to us, because

This effect may not have

communications that shall be timely, for-

get

We

all

to inserta paragraph on ‘‘moist preachers,”
intend to make this adapted to scholars
as he is pleased to call them, #od weeping
who can read and are from seven to fourcongregations. He pretty decidedly disapteen years of age. We hope to meet the
proves of both. His strictures bear the
wants of all our reading scholars by this
hardest on tears from habit, or from con- Leaf and the Quarterly. We have still
stitutional ** infirmity,” which, he says, is other plans for lesson helps ander consid*¢ {0 be got rid of,” rather than cultivated, eration, of which 'we cannot speak now.
or even indulged. He demies=that tears ‘The Little Star and Myrtle have been so

whose services we can secure artjoles and

to

list.

to

heard him, struck out a new path, and
with his impassioned utterances, and af-

as heretofore:

characterized the efforts of all the great

the

of thought” was a marvel

The Star Lesson

D.

deplore a similar defection from their
raoks. Happily there are some honor:
able exceptions to this rule, and still
more happily the hold of Non-conformity
upon the great bulk of the middle. class
and the working class of the country in-

to

miration, and Bourdaloue, whose “fullness

that

apparent

great manufacturing towns of the Midland | dryness, than for ** moisture.”

we

pit orator of the eighteenth century, the
French would say the: greatest of all
centuries, differing from the two distin
guished contemporaries of the earlier period of his life—Bossuet, whose * gifted
flashes” filled the French mind with ad-

interest. ‘There was hy no means unanim-

counties, intimately

that

religious

of awakening

artistic methods

will be appreciated, but as to which we
make no specifications at this time, precoming year

crea-

the

short,

the end of life, when, in

chunges and features which it is believed

ferring to have it appear at the end of the

society

nary Christian professor. When an age
of religious earuestnéss once more visits
us, when the deepest problems of the
spiritual life are once more regarded with
the zeal and keenness now exercised on
problems of worldly success, when a Christian profession shall mean infinitely more
than a comfortable sav ing of one’s soul at

of Con-

gregational history during the last fifty
years and a re-assertion of Congregational

ing the year, act as

contemplate

its

COLLEGE,
}
Nov. 28, 188].

review

dur-

respondent and write frequently

tinctions, and its ideal

to roll down from

NO 51.

The recent Autumnal Sessions of the
Juggernaut, and of drowning in the GanCongregational and Baptist Unions have
base on the topical analysis of the lesges declare; and Madagascar and Polynepresented few features of special interest.
son, rather than on the text itself, those
sia,—that submerged continent—and Fiji
The Congregational Union, it is true, ‘is
who use both, the Star and the Quarterly,
contains, in part, a reply to the questions
with her eight hundred churches swell the
celebrating its jubilee and raising a jubi- murder and suicide in the country. The will have a two-fold treatment of the les- asked. We are hoping that other arrows testimony. If, after reflecting on facts
lee fund mainly forevangelistic purposes, |
me | | gon.
We shall also give in the Ster the | from the same full quiver will be drawn | like these, a preacher should have no zeal
and it held its autumnal session in Man- new horror, and the vultures and dogs of Revised Version of the lesson text each and set flying so that the facts may be ful- for missions, *‘ what a ‘‘narrow-chested,
chester.
But English people are somethe reading-world swarm to the terrible week. This is simply for convenience, ly known. We have long been of the spindle-legged” character he must be!—
how still unable either to keep a festival and tragic feast.
and as a help to the understanding of the opinion that, as a general rule, these Foreign Missionary.
TuOMAS GOADBY.
or build a statue.
Qur specialty is
lesson, and is not designed to commit the young men are made of as good stuff as
AONE
Sr SF i
Si
The World Evangelized in Twenty
practical, not msthetic or sentimental.
Star, in any seuse, to the Revision as a «the fathers” were, and are as ready to
Years.
cirand
day
their
of
difficulties
the
meet
Accordingly the jubilee of the Cungregawhole,
‘MOIST PREACHING.

and now U. 8. Consul at Niece, will,

We

in all

~ ENGLISH OORRESPONDENCE.

The editorial managementof this paper:
will pass into new hands with the beginning of the new volume. We wish,
in tho form of a brief prospectus, to
indicate, in general terms, the basis

Dunn,

a

EE

>

Morning Star” for 1882.

favor of old

have

We call especial attention to the very

From the celestial land above—
Au earnest life of holy thought,
That kept the perfect law of love

Which

we

as itis

Lord Jesus Christ.

liberal terms on which the agent is now
offering the paper to subscribers, and
urge once more that both ministry and
laity, men and women and even the children, interest themselves in extending
the light of our Star until it shall shine,
as most surely it should right speedily, in
twice or thrice ten thousand homes.

A richer gift than gold he brought

“The

as

ask

friends,
whoever
and
brethren - and
wherever you are, help to make it increasingly strong in its subscription list and
wide in its circhlation?

That answer back in glad reply;

Ransom

we

Star,

gains;

and the ideas and sympathies of the ordi-

charitable in its spirit; and will not you,

Until the music all divine,
Awakes the hills of Palestine,

wes

cherish

and commend.

and expect for the

visionary

the average prosperous man of the world

abroad, it is to represent, defend,

On this ground

somewhat

spiritual Head—is very far in advance of

departments, above reproach as to the
quality of its advertisements, devout and

Unite in voluntary sorg,

upon

thought, which Non-conformity may offer
in point of conscientiousness, “logical.
consistency
or superior claim to the rewards of the world to come.
Christianity with its cosmopolitanism,
its depreciation of merely worldly dis-

forcible in its utterances,

They told the birth of Christ, the Lord,
A mighty Saviour promised long;
Then myriad angels in nccord

>

influence

right to, entrance into all Free Baptist
homes wherever found. We shall, strive
to make it sound in doctrine, fresh and

That echoed from-the white-robed throng;—
“ Glory to God” wie reigns on high;

4

and

| salvation ‘of imperiled souls. On this
ground we do not hesitate to ask entrance wherever there is a home to admit
us. We shall also loyally remember that
while the Star knows nothing of sectarian bigotry it is the organ of a denomination whose body in particular,
whose standards and institutions and”
varied Christian work, both at home and

The augels sang in sweetest strains,
While round them shone 8 wondrous “light;

Increase the chorus of the

his eyes &c.” Massillon, the greatest pul-

the

the melioration of human society and the

And all creation’s arches rang
To the grand march of youthful years,

This

introduction to * Society” far ontbalance

ber that first of all the Siar is a religious
publication on the broad basis of the entire Gospel, declaring its great truths for

When woring stars together sang
The ancient music of the spheres,

arms,

the sub-

Its management will constantly remém-

OHRISTMAS.

to expand his

hour may seem to réquiré and

message which from the beginning of its
existence it has been set to declare.

1881.

21,

DECEMBER

began

and the tears began

‘undue heat and yet with firmness, the

The WWorning Siar.

he

to which the advantages of this life in the

discuss,

speaking boldly but judiciously, without

striotly
2.00 per year,if
da within the
$230 if
met
not.
if
; and $3.50

“When

the

as

of every notable event. It will be found
sympathizing and co-operating with the
great reform movements of the age,

Rev. IL. D. 8STEWART, Publisher,
of
To whom all letters on business, remittancesN, H.
money, &o., should be addressed, at Dover,
Aa All communications designed for publication
should be addressedto Editor The Morning
Dover, N. H.

Ry

is always growing op in prosperous times

of its proper

jectto merit, the tendency

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

“

sphere

work, and point out and

RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,
ISSUED BY THE -

A WEEELY

to the

21, 1881.

convention.

‘

wry

evangelical

knowledge,

faith, and

experi—

ence: let each of these during twenty
years reach sixty new souls with the gospel, and the grand result is still reached.
Think of it. We may take one in ten of
the Protestant church-members, and: bring
the whole present population of

the world

to the knowledge of the gospel, if each one
of

that

number

shall

in some

way

bring

the gospel into contact with three souls
who have not heard it each year for twenty years.

Of course both men and means must he
multiplied, if this great work is to be

done.

We must have at least ten thoa-

sand more missionaries, but that is bus
one of a theusand of the supposed ten mil
lion. We must have at least ten million
more dollars a year for the support of
these missionaries, and another ten million for the helps and appliances necessary; but let these ten million each give five

dollars a year, and we

should

have

fifty

millions for the work of Missions annually.
England gave more than that to carry on
the Afghan

war.

The enterprise of the world’s evangelization is perfectly practicable. We only
need a baptism of prayer, systematic effort, and faith in God.
If the children of
this world had befare them a project with:

as good a prospect of success, although its
dimensions

were

world-wide,

they

would

undertake it with an energy that would girdle the earth with men and means in ten
years. Why do we hesitate? The proposition is perhaps startling, and yet, looking at it with studied ‘calatvess

and

cool-

pess, tell us what is needed for its consummation
but a new anointing from
above — From Dr. Pierson, in Gopal in

All Lands.
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tion of our Lord bythe

(For Questions

' SUGGESTIONS ON MISSIONS.

see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

THE BEGINNING OF THE GOSPEL.
DAILY

READINGS.

BI.

The beginning of the Gospel.

T.

«The Gospel to Abraham.
The Gospel

The
The
The
The

Gospel
Gospel
Gospel
Gospel

Mark

1:1-—13.

foretold. Isa. 52:1—15.
forall. Isa. 55:17.
the power of God. Rom. 1: 13-19.
impartial. Rom. 2: 1-11.

¥

1'

THE beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, -the Son
of God.
;
:
2
Even as it is written in
Isaiah the prophet,
Bebold, I send my messenger before thy face,
‘Who shall preparethy way:
3
The voice of one crying in
the wilderpess,
Muke ye ready the way of
the Lord,
Make his paths stright;
4 John came, who baptized in
the wilderness and preached
the baptism of repentance
5 unto remission of sins. And
there went out unto him all
the country of Judea, and all
they of Jerusalem; and they
were baptized of him in the
riverJordan, confessing their
6 sins. And Jobn was clothed
with eamel’s hair, and had a
leathern girdle about his loins,
and did eat locusts apd wild
7 honey. Aud he preached, saying, There cometh after me he

10

11

12
13
*

the

deny the former is to deny

what is asserted on every page of the
Gospels; to deny the latter is virtaally to
assert that temptation was suggested from

into our hands.

within and not

guiding

from

tested
though
how it
There
vision.

without—an

asser.

moral nature of our Saviour was

and proved in many ways, and
we may not be able to understand
could be, we can accept the fact.
is here no parable, no myth; no
The account given is simple,

veritable history.
and

This is the only theory
the

he has already rewarded

We have prayed for tan-

gible evidence that our feeble labors, em-

powered by his Spirit, are effegiual in
these

benighted

souls

hbo

the

life-giving light of the gospel, and he bas
answered by giving us hundreds of living

monuments, in the lives cf men and
women, now intelligent Chrisiggns, who
were a few years ago buried almost
hopelessly deep

in superstition

and its

sins. Long we have prayed for access to
the homes of these people, and ir God's
providence the doors swing open.
:
When almost

disheartened

by the im-

penetrable indifference of idolaters to all

only one which har-

that we prize as true and ‘good, we have
said, ¢* Oh, that they might hunger after
righteousness and then with divine help we
I. We ought to prepare the way, that would give them the bread of life!” This
the Lord Jesus may easily enter our | petition is so signally answered that the
hitingry nations cry, famishing for soul
hearts.
food,
and the bard pressed laborers, do
II. The wisest and best are honored
the best they can, must endure the sight
in doing the lowliest thing for Jesus.
III. We need not expect to escape of thousands to whose entreaties they are
temptations,but may hope for the ministry unable to respond. Then we have felt
that the arduous work of thoroughly preof angels in the midst of them.
paring native workers must be made a
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.
success at all events; and prayer and ef1. The relations of confession, remisfort have conquered again, so that our
sion and baptism.
:
Christian schools are becoming a promi1I. Was
John’s baptism, Christian nent feature of the work in India, and
baptism ?
larger numbers of natives are being betIII. The baptism in the Holy Spirit.
fer equipped for the great warfare. And
monizes with all parts of the narrative.
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

whose shoes Iam
to stoop down and
baptized yon with
he shall baptize

you with tte.Hely Gthost.

9

To

necessary,

mightier than I, the

latchet of
not worthy
8 unloose. I
water; but

our prayers and efforts for the salvation
of the bLenighted. We have asked the
Lord for the heathen and he has put them

‘that the

Mark 1: 1-13.
( Revised Version.)

that is

denied, the fundamental doctrines of

tion incompatible with the perfect sinlessness of Christ, and with all the edifice of
Christian truth, of which that sinlessness
is the foundation.” "It is plainly taught

GOLDEN TEXT:— Behold, I will send my
messenger, and “he shall prepare. the way
Dbeforeme)’—Mal. 3: 1.

hs

ing with which

them.

35: 9-28.

Num.

ity of the Tempter. If either of these is
Christian Faith must necessarily fall with

Gen. 22: 1-8.

foreshadowed.

Tommunications.

devil as a persor.

Such a history it is clearly the intention |
of the Evangelists to give; and ‘the only
difficulty which this interpretation has
peculiar to itself is that it presupposes 1 A paper read by Rev. C.D. Dudley at the
two things, which are also supposed recent anniversaries held in Lawrence]
throughout the Scripture : the possibility
First, we should not fail to thank God
‘of the supernatural, and the personal- sincerely and heartily for the large bless-

Sundsy-School Lesson.-Jan. 1.

T.
¥.
S.
S.

And it came topass inthose
days, that Jesuscame from
Nazareth of Galilee, and was
baptizedfof Jobn in the Jordun. And straightway coming up out of the water, he
saw the heavens rent asander,
and the Spirit asa dove descending upon him: and a
voice came out of the heavens,
Thou art my beloved Son, in
thee I am well pleased.
:
And straightway the Spirit
driveth him forth into the
wilderness. And he was in the
wilderness forty days tempted
of Satan; and he was with the
wild beasts; and the angels
ministered unto him.

we have said, too, that these churches and

GLEANINGS.
( From Farrar's “ Life of Christ.)

The nature of John the Baptist was full
of impetuosity and fire. The long struggle which had given him- so powerful a
mastery over himself which had made
him content with self-obliteration before
the pfesence of his Lord—which had
inspired him with fearlessness in the face
of danger, and humility in the midst of
applause—had left its traces in the stern

of self-support, and thank God for the
cheering evidence in the reports, that the
genuine spirit of Christ has entered into
these heathen minds and leads them to
respond almost with enthusiasm to this
noble work.
¢ Oh, bless the Lord, for he

is good.” He

has

prayers, he

crowned

bors.

has

heard

our humble

our

feeble

la-

He has enlarged us mightily with

or suddenly contrived, in the
Christ into the world.

coming
In the

of
far

off beginning of human history it was
foretold that the seed of the woman should
bruise the serpent’s head. (Gen. 3: 15.)
The promise had
been repeated
to
patriarchs and prophets age after age un-

til a time

within four hundred years of

his appearance.
works,

i
|

death,

His
burial,

birth,

character,

resurrection

and

ascension had been foretold in language
too plain to be easily misunderstood and
too definite to be applied to any other:
The first prophecy quoted is from Malachi
(chap. 8: 1.), who lived four hundred
years before the birth of Christ, and was
the last of the Old Testament prophets;

}

the other (v. 3.) is from Isaiah (chap.

i

hundred years before its fulfillment in the
preaching of John the Baptist.
II. The fulfillment. John the Baptist, about whose parentage and birth we

:

&
3
i
§

40: 3.), and was spoken more than seven

studied last

year,

in Luke, was

the son

of Zacharias and Elizabeth (Luke 1: 57—
60). A single verse (Luke 1: 80), tells
all we know of his history before he came
preaching the baptism of repentance and
baptizing his convertsia the Jordan. His
dress was like that worn by the old
prophets ; his food was such as the desert
afforded ; his manner of life was

austere

and self-denying; his preaching was
plain, pointed and practical. Men flocked to hear him in great numbers; many

acoepted the truth he preached, repented

SUNDAY-SCHOOL
(From

NEWS-AND

the

8.

S.

reinforcements and

NOTES.

Times.)

From all sections of Illinois come
enceuraging reports of the present activity
and success in Sunday-school work in
that State. During September and October a large number of county and district
conventions

were held, and at these

the

‘reports were in almost every ‘instance
good. The latest number of the Sunday
School Chronicle, issued by Mr. Charles
M. Eames, the State

Secretary,

contains

condensed reports of these county conventions and programmes for the conventions about to be held.
A complete district organization was’

effected at the. recent

meeting of the La

Salle County (Ill.) Sunday-school Association. The county consists of thirtyeight townships, and these were divided
into nine districts, each of which was
placed in charge of a district worker,
whose duty it is to visit and advise all
schools in his district, and arrange for the
| organization. of new schools
wherever
necessary.
Nearly eighty conversions during the
year are reported from the Cumberland
Presbyterian Sunday-school of Lincoln,

Ill. The

average

school is nearly 350,

attendance
and the

at this

number

of

teachers is*43. ~Every-Sunday morning a

teachers’ meetingis held, at which an

wa8 the fulfillment of prophecy there can
;

be no reasonable doubt.

was

reported,

though

in {some

of the

eounties the work of organization had not
gone en.
ng the resolutions adopted
was one recommending thatin all the
schools such an arrangement of classes

should be adopted as would fasure fajth1IY. The heavenly witness. That there ful individual instruction to the younger
might be no doubt as to the character and | members of the school, on the
general

mission of ‘Jesus,
down from heaven

the Holy Spirit came | principle that, the younger
the scholars,
at his baptism, and the smaller should be the classes.
rested upon him, thus, as it were, publicMore than usual attentionto the im-

ly anointing him for (he sacred work

portance of direct work for, and among,
which he had undertaken, and upon which
‘the
children, was given at the four:
he was now about to enter.
Both Jesus and John saw this divine teenth annual meeting of the Scottish
understood

National Sunday-school Convention, held

sertain “testimony as to the
Was to occupy as a religious
er he had to take

odations and appliances, the systematic
examination of Sunday-school scholars,
how to retain the senior scholars, the
question of children’s churches, the chil

2anifestation. John at once

sig

(John1: 32-34).

the world.

He

:

recently at Dunfermline. . School accom-

dren's part in the ordinary church service,

tion. “ln respect to the

and temperance societics inthe Sunday-

only one way of under-

by the convention.

8, We quote from Canon

of more

means to-send them forth ?
. Oar Corresponding Secretary tells us
that no candidates are presenting themselves for the work, and there is nothing
with which to support additional force.
What shall we do? To recede is just
what we can not now think of doing.
Bat is it really best for us to pull with all
our might to hold the work up to a certain point when we well know that the
only feasible way to hold our own in any
such enterprise is to keep advancing? It
is much easier to add largely to our force
soon, than to simply support

the

present

number of workers. We say, then,
enlargement be our policy.
But how can we enlarge? Shall
remodel our machinery with the hope
better results? Neo. Our machinery
good ; let it alone, and

experience

gradually perfect its operation.

let
we
of
is

will

If thus

in the course of time it can be greatly im-

school, were among the topics

A strong

discussed

feeling in

favor of the establishment of permanent
| normal schools for teachers was also man| ifested.

almost as reasonable for us

"and with him look over the various dethem a written invitation to come to partments of his work, and see and" feel
Christ, inclosing a few leavesof the New that it is one. The whole points to one end,
Testament and a sample of a religious
the conversion of the race. We as co-lanewspaper asking them to subscribe for
borers with Christ have from him but one
making missionary
of

think

it, as to

Christians of the ‘overworked people of
this land through similar means. Talk
is cheap, but 'ink, whether writing’ fluid
or printer's ink, is so much cheaper
that it is a great mistake to make it a
principal dependence in work that must
. be done. We cannot criticise the labors
of the past. They. have been executed |
with too much love and zeal to be thus
treated. We believe that as a rule our
officers and boards have done more than

couldhaye

been asked of them under the

circumstinces.

5%

When one man must take the work of

helps to

introduce

I

darense

it, and

so right along side of ‘the papers stands
the army of men representing every financial interest in the land. More force
of live men-in the Home field is the one
great demand of -the hour. Give us this
and missionary candidates and money to
support them will spring up as from the
ground.
people,

the

denomination

over,

love the Mission cause. They love and
receive the deveted laborer for it. But
they are scattered: months and years
pass without their seeing the face of a
single person who has the privilege of
devoting his life to the interests of that
cause. And we must not lay too much
blame on the pastors of these small and
scattered churches. The man who works
all his nerves to exhaustion in his Home
field, either doing an enormous ministeri-

al work or else largely supporting himself, and then has no good privilege of
meeting others who are full of mission
zeal, and who knows nothing of the great
work

for which

we

feel so much; except

as it comes in printed reports that are almost an enigma to him, being full of the
names Of so many people he has never
seen, and of

the particulars of a work he

has never begun to fully comprehend-a
pastor so situated is pardonable if he allows these demands that press close upon

him, in such numbers and with urgency
80 great, to monopolize his attention.
| The claims we have upon these pastors

and their churches for help will be fully
met when we who are more favored in
privileges do our duty in communicating

to those who are less favored.

What if it

does cost something to convey this inspiration from heart to heart instead of try-

ing tod
means? It will pay and that many-fold.
We must not be frightened by every in-

crease of figures in our Home expenses.
It is better to raise $25,000 at a cost of 25
per cent. than $10,000 at a cost of 10 per
cent. In the one case we have $9,000 for
the work and in the other over $18,000.

For the Master’s sake and for the sake
of the souls he has put into our care, let
us have as much faith in his work as we
would
have in a business enterprise.
Give any good business man the opportunity we hold to-day for enlarging re-

\| sources and he would begin without a
week's delay to broaden his plans. Courage,

determination,

patience,

in

this

Home department of our labor, will in-

for two trains it does not wait till some
man has invented an engine that can pull

them both at once.

They

simply make

more use of the same old plan by constructing other engines like the .first,

with all its faults, if it has any, and so the
increasing

business is transacted.

What

aggerated.
bo)
Nothir.g has been more emphasized by
the missionary papers and reports for the

past five years than this demand for more

whole interest.
If we

were

asked

in what

way

we

the labor of collecting and keeping aecounts and

be made

a Home

Secretary

spending all his time and energy superintending the work of arousing and
maintaining

a missionary interest in

the

churches. An ‘agent in each Yearly
Meeting should be associated with the
general secretary in this work, and such
agent should be made to feel his responsibility by receiving good

compensation

for his labors and by the requirement of a
full report of his work.

Then the Quar-

terly Meetings aud the churches can have
their agents and collectors who can have

general and engaging interest in our be-

opportunity to know of their work and be-

nevolent work, more definite kyowledge

come interested in it, and with the pastors can be made a disciplined army un-

and more steady interest.

ve us these

and all these secretaries and treasurers
will come before us with pleadings
changed to’ praises for treasuries over-

any calling attention to. the ap-

proach of our Lord's second advent. The
cry is apparently not raised until the

bridegroom actually appears, for it is not
tht *¢ he cometh,” but that here - he is,
* Behold, the bridegroom !”

Moreover, in strict keeping with this,

the further words in which the midnight
ery is concluded are not, ** Go ye forth,”
but “Come ye forth to meet him.” The cry

is not {rom earth, inciting to be ready to

should be in response to this commission,
and should, in it, be ‘fu'ly harmenized.
The church can not convert the world nor
culture it outof its lost condition ; that is
not her mission. But she can tell the world,
every creature of it, of a Saviour. By living and preaching the gospel she may
cause the eternal truth so to shine, that
only the willful rejecter shall lack its
life-giving power.
Engrave over the
door ‘of the church universal this legend, ** The world shall kiow the Lord.”
Let the church put such expression into

result, the publishing of salvation.

meet him,

but from heaven, like that

ad-

11.

19,

dressed to the witnesses in Rev.
‘‘ Come up hither.”

All this adds greatly to the solemnity

of the application

of the parable.’

The

midnight ery will burst upon the profess-

ing church too late to allow mere professing unaccompanied by the Holy Spirit, .

to change into possession. No time for
preparation for that day will be granted
beyond that now vouchsafed.

:

The improved reading, * our lamps are

going out”—for the verb is in the presen

were there no oil at all in the lamp— .Se-

Such

an aim, holy and inspiring, is the need of
the church and the civilization of to-day.’
Without it, all the grand achievements of
the age are doomed to melancholy decay.
Point our schools toward Asia and Africa
and they will be saved from falling into
the trifling business of manufacturing
accomplishments for a tinsel display.
Let the all important labor of planting

and perfecting

strong

churches

in our

own cherished land, be prosecuted with a
vivid remembrance of our charitable

commission, to preach the gospel to every
creature, and mere pride of church or denominational
aggrandizement will be
forgotten, and you will scarcely be able to
distinguish between Home Mission work-

lected,

REV. MOSES FOLSOM.
Rev. Moses Folsom was born

in Tun:

bridge, Vt. Jan., 1, 1800, and died in
Effingham, N. H., Sept. 2, 1881.
He
was converted at the ‘age of twenty-five
years, and soon after began to preach as
opportunity offered, extending his labors
into Canada, but confining them mainly
to bis native State. Jan. 8, 1825,he was

married to Miss Polly Green,

who

died

in Brookfield, N. H., Aug. 17, 1867. May
9, 1868 he was married to Miss Abby

Lowd of Newfield, Me,

He was ordained

at Worcester, Vt., June, 1840.

About the

year 1856 he moved to N. H., preaching

‘One

in the towns of Campton, Weare, Gilmén-

aim, one watchword all along the line,
will make us one in heart and one io

years he was pastor of the 1st Ossipee and

ers and Foreign Mission workers.

ton, Brookfield, &e.

For one or two

power; and as our Master leads the forc- Wakefield church, and afterwards of
es on, we wili repeat the watchword an- the Newfield, Me., church. His last passwering field to tield; ¢The world shall ‘torate was of the 2nd Effingham church.
know the Lord.”
: For about a year before his death he was
>

THE GENERAL THEDLOG ICAL LIBRAThis Society, located in Boston, has re-

cently admitted 50 new corporate

mem-

unable to perform active ministerial work,
but his love for the denomination of his

choice was strong to the last. He died
suddenly of heart disease, and on Sunday

Sept. 4, waa borne by loving hands to his

last earthly resting place, followed by a
large concourse of friends, and parishionreceived a goodly number of new books, .
ers. Bro. Folsom was more than an avermaking its entire number about 183,000. age
preacher.
Impressive in manner,
The reading-room receives regularly 82 clear
and logical in his presentation of reperiodicals, such asthe “British Review,”
ligious truth, he may truly be called an
the “Modern Review,” the ‘‘Catholic Presable minister of Jesus Christ. He has
byterian,” the *‘Baptist Review,” the **Bibgone to his rest. On whom shall ‘his
liotheca Sacra,”
the ‘‘ Methodist Remantle fall >—Sermon by the writer from
view, the
“Lutheran
Quarterly,”
the
2 Tim. 4: 7.
H. P. Maxsur.
* Guardian” (weekly), etc. The Library
Pa
>
is open daily from 8 A. M. to 6 P. m., at
bers, and

annual

subscribers;

and

has

OHRISTMAS THOUGHTS.
BY ADELLA.

CA

pense any one can enjoy its piviivges “at
the hall, or can take books to any part of
our country. In past-years books have
been taken to over 800 towns and villages in eight different States.
A great
present want of the society is a fire-proof
building or a portion of one, toward
which it has in hand nearly £11,000. The

society desires to enroll other founders,
and associate
founders, and to invite
persons to give names to memorial halls
in the proposed building. The 20th anniversary of the institution occurs next
April, and through its friends it hopes to
have a better one than ever.
L. FARNHAM,
ar

sure steady and even rapid growth of the

this work among the people, we should
make two suggestions. One is that our
Financial Secretary be released from all

the pressing need of the present.

commission, that of witessing.
Qur plans and labors in every direction

indeed

t
four and do what he can of it he is comtense—has sometimes been supposed: to
these.
words
that
every
soul
passing
mendable if" but a postal card or a few
imply that the foolish virgins had some
lines in the newspaper take the place of under them shall have them stamped oil, but not enough to go
on with; but
Then the many
the months of personal visiting so much ‘across his very life.
| this is pressing the drapery of the para- .
members
may
go
to
their
posts
of
duty,
needed. But the stubborn fact before us
ble to yield a meaning plainly inconsistremains the same, that newspapers and —to their homes, ‘their business, their ent with its general scope.
Nothing can
churches
and
sabbath-schools;
some
to
circular letters are not the instruments by
be clearer than the words, “ took no oil
be
educators,
some
to
the
overseeing
of
which we can reasonably expect to sgGod's flock, some to the grand work of’ -with.them,” and if the remains of the oil
cure a large success.
when the lamp was last used did sustain
Business men understand that adver- moral reform, some to carry the cross a short-lived flicker,
it is little more than
tising does not do their business\it only with its light into pagan darkness, all might be expecte
d from the wick itself
thinking of, and bending towards the one

When a railfoad "flas busifiess enough

work

as possible, so full a portion of our Master’s spirit that we can stand by his side

‘convert the natives of India by sending

would increase the force that must ‘do

but such

less earnestly enlisted in benevolent enterprises should striveto gain, as quickly

to

to expect

is not

proved, very well;

average attendance of 32 teachers is kept we need is not new inventions but more
up.
:
;
: ‘steam—more heart to enlarge, and more
help from a larger number of our people
At the recent comvention of the Ver- to execute. This need can hardly be ex-

of their sins, and were baptized as a sign
of their purpose to lead a different and’ mont State Sunday-school Association,
better life. To him came Jesus desiring good general progress during the year
to be baptized, for ¢ thus,” said he, * it
beco
us to fulfill all righteousness.”
‘That the advent of Jesus into the world

the need

with much pleasure and profit to us afl.. creased
int®rest in prophetic truth, nor
Those of us who have become ‘more or

But we mast not expect to do this allimportant work of giving them intelligent information with but a little expenditure of labor and money. It would be

Our

Christians in India must learn the lesson

the greatness of his help.
character, and aspect, and teaching of the
How can we do otherwise than magniRE oa
man.
If he had won peace in the lon
fy his name and declare our trust in his
Torics— The foretelling.
| prayer and penitence of his life in the power? We have no time to spend beThe fulfillment.
wilderness, it was not the spontaneous
moaning our weakness. The Lord has
The heavenly witness.
peace ofa placid and holy soul. The proved himself so great, has sent such a
The temptation.
victory he had won was still encumbered large blessing upon our modest India
with traces of the battle; the calm he had -Mission, that all our time is demanded to
Notes and Hints.
{
attained still echoed with the distant render praise for what is, and to plan libThis Gospel, though shorter than“lhe
others, is by no means unimportant. It matter of the storm. His very teaching erally for what is to be.
is one of the most valuable and instructive reflected the imagery of the wilderness—
The urgent calls which come from our
books of the New Testament.
Mark does the rock, the serpent, the barren tree. ‘In
faithful laborers for more help, should
. not record much that Jesus said, but tells his manifestation and agency,” it has occasion
no depression or complaint.
us a good deal of what he did. He deals been said, ‘“ he was like a burning torch; They should rather fill us with joy. The
with his works rather than his words. his public life was quite an earthquake— treasure which our missionaries have
He gives full and vivid accounts of many the whole man was a sermon; he might found in that once neglected field is a
important miracles wrought by the Son of well call himself a voice, the voice of one rich one, and their plea for more workers
crying in the wilderness, ¢‘ Prepare’ ye is only an evidence that the work of forGod.
1. The foreteiling. Dr. Ryle has well the way of the Lord."
mer years has been successful. What
0-0-0
+404
said that there was, nothing unforeseen,
now shall we do in view of this call for
Jesu
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THE NEW REVISION.

a mouse.” How fearful are they that they

THE PARABLE OF THE VIRGINS.

The following is the Revised Version
of this parable, with the variations from
the Old Version marked in italics :—Matt. 25: 1.—Then shall the kingdom of heaven
be likened unto ten virgins, which took their
lamps (mary, or torches), and went forth to meet
the bridegroom. And five of them were foolish and
five were wise. For the foolish, when they took their

lamps, took no o1l with them:

but the wise took

oil in their vessels with their lamps. Now while
the bridegroom tarried, they all slumbered and
slept. But at midnight there is a
, Behold,
the
bridegroom! Come ye forth to meet him,
Then
all.those virgins arose, and trimmed their lamps.
And the foolish said unto the wise,
Give us ot your
oil; for our lamps are going out.
But the wise answered, saying, Peradventure there will not be
enough for us and you: go ye rather to them that
sell, and buy for yourselves. And while
went
away to buy, the
bridegroom came; and they that
Nore rand ent in with iy to
marriage

; An

e

door was shat.

also the other virgins, saying,

Lord,

Passing along the thickly crowded
streets of Boston, and glancing into the
store windows, gay with Christmas gifts,
filled with the visions of Fairyland, one
wishes to be a veritable Santa Claus
scattering treasures lavishly throughout
the land and making glad a million needy
homes.
Christmas, the anniversary of God's
great gift to men, is eminently a fic time
for gift-making. The custom is observed
by all ranks of society, from the palace
t@ the cottage of the poor.
Whata fullness of expectation crowds the busy
brains of the little ones on * The night
before Christmas when all through the
house, not a creature is stirring not even

come

Lord, epen

UND YOu TRnow
ovun sot. Wal a Chcrey
2 uy
rer for Ye

now not the day nor the hour,

will not hear the tinkle of old Santa
Claus’s bells! They can scarcely wait
for the morning to dawn, when they can
peep into the little stockings hung by the
fireside and see what rare treasures he
has left for them. Then, how the many
peals of laughter resound through the

house, as the long coveted toys are dis-

closed to their view.
While to many of us, the day is an oo-

casion of festivity and merry-making,
there are also many in our beautiful

world to whom it will bring no happiness.

Many little hearts will ache because ** old
Santa” has forgotten them. There are
those in the dark Janes and alleys of our

large cities, to whom Christmas brings
panght but the esme filth, squalor and
degradation, as on the other days of the

First of all, “they that were foolish
took their lamps, and took no oil with
them,” is rightly changed into “‘when they year; those who are pinched with hunlook their lamps, took no oil with them,” ger, shivering with cold, and to whom
life seems like u vast sea of bitterness.
the Greek being literally,

* on taking
der the efficient direction of the general
their lamps, took no oil with them.”
officers.
There

Can we not press some cup of joy to
is nothing new in
‘their lips? We need not possess great
How
solemn
a
lesson
is
thus
conveyed
this, We haveall this machinery alwealth to do thiss Trifles trom our abunready. It is simply a suggestion to gath- as to the danger of making a profession— ‘dance would relieve their sufferings. Let
flowing. Is not this so?
taking a lamp—and doing so without that
Something should be done, then, im- er it up and energize it for more efficient which alone can sustain a profession, the us remember Him who left a throne of
Taal
:
:
mediately to extend the knowledge of work.
oil of the Spirit! Itis not only that the glory, before whom angels cast their glitIt would doubtless be profitable to foolish virgins neglected to take oil, but tering crowns, to descend to earth, and
this work and’ create an interest in it.
This continual drumming for more inter- have some part of our missionary force they did so ata particular time. “When they live a life of lowly-toil and suffering, to
est is the least satisfying of all our efforts in this country constantly. Our mission- took their lamps, took no oil with them.” die an ignominious death on the croés,
we through him might have the gift
to extend the Master's kingdom. Here aries need 10 come home as often as ev- The time of making a profession should ofthateternal
life.” Let us strive to imitate
is just where our, plow sticks to-day. . An ‘ery five or seven years, and what is there therefore
be the time for making sure that
his blessed example, and make glad theold teamster would say, * Put more team to be found more eflicient in awakening a the oil as well as the lamp is there.
in the Home field.” ' Have a strong force zeal for the cause than their visits to our |
The authorities omit the word *com- hearts and lives of others. Let us withal
busy teachiog Christians their privilege homes and churches? I: would seem as eth” from the midnight cry, and read it, scatter kind words, and loving smiles like
and duty in benevolent work. Our Free though a definite plan providing that at all ‘ Behold, the bridegroom! Come ye strings of pedrls. - So shall li fo be one
glad Christmas day, and when our. sumBaptist people, no doubt, have $25,000 to times someone of our active missionaries forth to meet him.”
: mors. comes ‘‘to. join the innumerable

devote every year to Foreign Missions
‘the medium of collections just as

soon as we will tell them what it will do

and where they can deposit it.”

with his wife shall be jn this country, re

cruiting

their own

exhausted

powers

of

body and mind, and quickening the missionary spiritin the churches might-be adopted

This throws considerable light-upon the
interpretation of this part,of the ‘parable.
The midnight cry does not represent, as

has often been supposed, the present in-

caravan which moves to the pale realms”

of death bright angels shall
to the celestial

shall sing ‘the

welcome

and exultingly

Shes
dai

us

we

grand Christmas anthem,

+ Glory g Godin the highest.”
HE

| wigs

city,

Ty

CLE
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Jy published biography of the late James

FINGER-MARKS.
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A gentleman employed a mason to do
sole ‘work for him, and among other
thiogs to * thin-whiten” the walls of one
of his rooms. This thin-whitening is almost colorless until dried. The geutle-

NIGHT.

of time t) which eternity is to be add. d, 1

ing after the chamber

I

same marks on the contents of a bag.
This proved clearly that the mason, with
his wet hand, had opened the drawer,
and searched the bag, which contained
po money, and had then closed the drawer without once thinking that amy one
would ever know it. The * thin-whitening”, which happened to be on bis hands,

feel that his joy is such as ** the heart of
man cannot conceive,” and shall 1 not
then rejoice, who lovéd him so far beyond
If1 did’ not at once share bis
myself?
him now

in essential essence? Ah, thanks be 10
God who gives me this proof—beyond
all possible doubt—that we are not and
never can be divided!
If my faith bear this test, is it not ** beond the utmost scope and vision of caamity?” Need I ever fear again any
possible dispensation if 1 can swnd serene when that presence is reft irom me
which [ believed I must instantly die to
lose? Where, O God, is that supporting,
inspiring, protecting, entrancing pres.
ence which surrounded me with salely
;
and supreme content?
« It is with you, my child,” saith the

did

marks, which

will

one day

was all

have truly believed that God

felt assured

and all wise, and

good

himself,
earnest,

:

&

1 know it.

addressing the people at Wotton, raising

To day

belief.

no event cou'd shake my

No more can be
. This is the whole.
asked of God. There can be no death
nor loss fr me for evermore. I stand so

God's countenance can never be hidden
from me for one moment of the eternal
day, now or then. God gave me the rose
of time; the blessom ot the ages to call
wy own for twenty-five years of human
ife.
God has satisfied wholly my insatiable
“heart with a perfect love that transcends
with hands, eternal in the heavens.” Oh,
yes, dear heavenly Father! * 1 will be
glad” that my darling has suddenly ese rude jars and huris of this
‘ caped from

before thee
Jesus.”

palace-door that turned on noiseless gold-

because he was

him in,

en hinges, drew

wasted

on'“him.

holds the day, so my

the presences of the glorified
hears-holds

freed spirit. He was so beauiiful here,
that he wiil not need much change to become a “shining one!” How easily shall
I know him when ray children have done
with me, and perhaps the angel will draw
me geutly also within (he palace-door, if
1 do not faint, but truly live, ** Thy will

can

out,

too,

come

only
What
- small.
round the edge!
that breathless
that all that was

that

cal
air
me
am

incense

He

’

Manchester, N. H.
This 18 to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
Johneon’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family

for the past two years, and consider it the best

for

my

future

TEMPERANCE

mortal

in

the

cool

of

the

to prevent

Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no
Particulars given on application.
agent.

: But,

indeed,

it

seems

to

that uow again there is no death. His
life hus swallowed it up.
Do not fear for me * dark hours.” I
think there is nothiog dark for me henceforth. I have to do only with the present,
and the present is light and rest. Has
not the everlasting
. MMoreing spread

hibitory constitutional
+ [tis the only

buat

darkest cloud

sand

singing

dream that

birds—as

I

I told you.

amount

for me the

has broken iuto ten

thou-

saw in my

So

in another

dream long ago, God showed me a gold’
thread passing through each mesh of a
black pall that seemed to shut out the sun.
1 comprehend all now, before 1 did not
doubt, Now God says in soft thunders,—
*“ Even so!”
wre
is

Your faithful friend,

SoPHIA HAWTHORNE.
|

THE DECLINE OF EOMANISM.
The population of the Uniwd States for
1880 has been officially returned as
50,162,866. Of this number the Roman
Catholics claim 6,000,000. The population of Great Britain and Ireland is estimated at 36,000,000,
Of this number
6,000 000 are

Roman

Catholics. . Total

population of the United Kingdom and
nited States, 86,152,806. The popula-

tion of the United Kingdom in 1801 was
16,237,300, of the United States, 5,305,
926—total

a

vapour

population

of

the

two

the

coun-

tries in 1801, was 21,643,225.
Without including the colonies, the Jnglish world has

of

$600

Charles Powsll writes from
Homo, London :

question that

1he

estates

to. 74.000,000- Protest-

ants; that is, in thp eighty

third it hus come down io
enth «f the whole.
In
while Roman Catholicism

Protestantism

has

greater in the ®ighty

become
years.

years, from.a

barely a sev-

other words,
has doubled,

‘five times

+ oldest go of the Roman Catholic Church, |
in 1801, had a population of 27,847.008;

in 1876 it had increased to 36,905 788;
that is, it has added a fourth to its population in 76 years.
Austria, another
chief support “to Romanism, does not

seem to be increasing 'wuch more rapidly
than France.
'I'he wars of Napoleon
made considerable changes upon its ex-

|
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“I find them very quieting and beneficial for my
bronchial affection, and do not with to be without
them. Send me by mail four boxes —[Rev. James
Holmes, Bennington, N. H.
* I received from you a hox of Dr. Warren's Troeher,
which I think to be far the hert thing of the kind 1
have used. Send me another box at your carly convenienece.”—[Rev. W. KR. Cochrane, pastor -Precbyter~
ian Church of Antrim,
“ The Troches were received, aud I am pleasi a with
them. Persons visiting us, troubled with coughs, result of colds, used them, and experienced such relief
they took away the balance of the box.”- [Rev. A. Sargent, Wilmot Fldt, N. H.
Rev. T. P. Sawin, now pastor of the Congregational
church in Lyndeborough. formerly eity missionary in
Manchester, writes, Nov, 12, 1882:
“Some time since I received a box of Dr. Warren's
Wild Cherry and Sarsaparilla Trocleg, and have used
them with great benefit for irritation in thie thr at and
bronchial tubes. They were a godsend. 1 have used
{various remedies, but nothing has relievid my trouble
like your TROCH¥S.
Please send another box.”

Quickly and

Permanently
Dr.Stinson’s AsthmaRemedy
is unequaled as a
tive
Alterative and a pod for

and Dyspepsi

afford tem
Mrs. B. F.

Lee, of Belmore, O., says of it: “I am
ly effects of your remedy. It is
al the

oes cs
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keep it, send for treatise and testimonials to
H. P. K. PECK & CO.

853 Broadway, New York,
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Price
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‘They also keep a full assortment of Anti-Mason.
jc Books, and publish the Christian Oynosure, a
16-page weekly paper opposed to secret societies.
1y16
i5usefal

stops,

Free.

Address

BEA

Any person

$5 a

made

10

:

AMERICAN MEDICINE CO.—Ger tlemen: 1 receiv
_ed from you, some time since, a box of Dr, Warren’s
Troches. Ihave used them freely mysell, and have
also given them to several others, for sore threat,
hoarscnese, bronchical affection. ete ,and have found
that in every instance the relief whieh’ followed was
immediate. 1n one case I cured an obstinate bron. chial affection which had become chionje.
I ean
heartily recommend them as superior to anything I
have ever used.
Yours very truly,.
H.S8. Parmarer, M.D,
(Preacher fu charge M. E.chuich.)
* I am frequently troubled with colds and bronchitis,
and have used the Troches with great bhepefit. They
are the best remedy I have used for along timed—
fies. A.R. Bylvester, pastor M. E, cbuich, Gorbam,
A BOX OF
DR. WARREN’S
WILD CHERRY AND
SARSAPARILLA TROCHES sent to any address on reSips of 25 cents
by the AMERICAN MEDICINE Co.,
a
r, N. H.
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.

ab :

».l> THE Complete Life oF
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ORGANS,

in three months.

who will take 1 pill cach night from 1tn 12 weeks
may be restored to sound Healthy if such a thing
be
ible. Sent by mail for 8 letter stamps.
+ 8. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.,
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TRON BUTTERS are highly Recommended for all diseases. 44
quiring a certain and efficient ton ©} especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia
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mattent Fevers, Want of Apple; Loos of rongth Look of Energy,
and gives new life to the nerves. They act
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Let the facts go round!
— Signal.
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Deadwood,

one 10 1,800;in Massachusetts, one to
2,200;in Connecticut, ong to BA00,.and.
‘in New York, one to 1,400.

a package to-day, and cure yourseif.
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liguid or dry for sale at thedruggists.—Bing-
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the Sailors’

arrests to every thousand in Lowell, a
Massachusetts city of similar pursuits and
population ; and inthethree Muine counties
of Androscoggin, Franklin and Oxford,
only one and a half arrests lor drunkenness

Wear Plasterst

Wa't with

Bell.

writes:
Me,o,
G.H. Walworth, Sac

thousand of the population against thirty

Why

“ VERY QUIETING AND BENFFICIAL FOR BRONCHIAL
AVFECTIONR."—"MU' JI RELIFF IR THROAT DIprFICULTIER.”—'* A GODSEND.”—* HAVE
FXPER1ENCED GREAT RELI} F FROM THEM.”—* CURED
AN OBSTINATE BRONCHIAL A¥FECTION.”

Extra terms to
p

Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, Columbus, and all
id in the Territories and the West. Also, for
lilwaukee, Green Bay, Oshkosh, Sheboygan,

In Lewiston and

may relieve, but they can’t cnre

tvred President. Finesteel portraits.
.
priya, Circulars free.

SALT

Auburn—two contiguous -Maine cities « f

;

eatment, death,

SIZES AND PRICES.
Diam. of

in the

28,000 population, there were last year only three arrests for drunkenness to every

They

Surgi

js the only authenticand fully illustrated lifeof our ma»

DENVER,

say it woiild be found that Muine had not

‘France,
the

rdly assasshation.

Council

vorce.
If drunkenness was a cause for
divoroe in all the States, we venture to

Hampshire, one to 1,900;

end dast

history of his noble and eventful lifs

funoralvbsequics,
etc. The best chance of yourlif: to
| make money. Bewareof ‘‘catchpenny” imitations. TLis

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

of

thus quadrupled in eighty years!
In
1801 the Roman Catholius in the United
Kingdom and the United States were 10 every thousand population. ‘Statistics
about 6,000,000 to 15,000,000 Protestants : show less crime to-day in Maine than in
that is, they were a little less than one in any other State in the Union, The numthreeof the population. In 1880 the Ro. ber of Brate prison convicts in Maine is
080 Catholic population of the two coun- one .to every 5,200 population; in New

tries is 12,000,000

Pain

PERRY

Charles Tidd and Wm. B. Spooner were
received, the other oash receipts being
$769.10.
The old, old
ProummsrioN IN Mae.
ory against Maine that prohibition does
not prohibit takes every now and then a
pew shrill note that pierces some dull
ears which the hard **thud” of facts néver reaches. Our exchanges have rung
out the whole gamut on the increase of
crime and divorce in Maine since the
adoption of the law, because at one term
of court in Cumberland county, ten out of
the thirty-six - divorce cases charged
drunkenness as the cause. Where this
happened once the average for the year
is less than one-eighth, At another later
term only one in sixteen of the cases alleged drunkenness as a reason for di-

suffered in compsrison.

au-

It contains the full

’

Dn) Warte's [Wild Chery aad Seagal
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Oatalogne sent Free.

"1 had b-en afflicted three yeers with neuralaia
and v olent anaemaof tha stomach. The doctors
at Wotminst r Hosnidil gave un my care in
Aeanpir 1 fried yonr ParN KILLER, and it gave
writes:
T have rezained my
me immediate relief.
Phil, Gilbert; Somerset, Pa.,your
PAIN KILLER
strength. and am now able to follow my usual
From sotud] uee, I know
is the beet medicine I.can get.
oocupadion.
of all,
reach
Its price is ro low that it is within the
All druggists keep Paw KrLLer.
B50. HOC, anid $1.00 a bottle.
and it will save many times its cost in doctors’ bills.

Massachusetts

from

are

-

W

is

>

Chueh 20d SoolBel,

Abont 8 year since my wife became subject
or
to sovore auftering from rheumatism.
resort wie to the PAIN KILLER, which speedily
.
relieved her.

erature. There were published by the Society 122 000 pages. Bequests to the

that I may

and

of

VANDUZEN

Cady, Owatonna, Minn. says

Edgar

delivered 77 public addresses and distributed 115,000 pages of temperance lit-

be able to comfort all who mourn as I am
comforted.
If I could bear all sorrow |
would be glad, because God has turned
for me the silver lining;

the recently

Total Abstinence Society reporis that
during October the agents of the Society

Over me her rich surprise” ?

I have no more to ask

Secretary

Park

37

CO.

are our Agents, apd

Sprains,

has now got a plae in oar polities.”
The

-

anted

Agen

5,000

»

BY

¢¢ Not failure, but low aim is crime.”
What Some New Hamp:thire Clergymen

12t13 ous 21t

pain can be removed and the
There is nothing more vainful than these diseases; but the
DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER.
disease cured by use of P. ERRY
that must be kept away from
This remedy.is not a cheap Benzine or Petroleum product
an untried experiment that may do
fire or heat to avoid danger of explosion, nor is it
more harm than good.
the universal testimony
PAIN KILLER has been in constant use for forty years. and eflects
a permanent cure
It not only
FALLS,
from all parts of the world is, IT NEVER
remedy, it is gafe in
vegetable
Being a purely
but it relieves pain almost instantaneously.
tte hinds of the most inexperienced,
The following
fill volumes.
The record of cares by the use of PAIN KILLER would
those who have tried it think:
extracts from letters received show what

amendment, says :.

great moral

ving

uterine
discases,

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
SOLD 8Y ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINE,

complete, nm

: Riewmalisu Newralaua

movement inaugurated by the National
Temperance Society for a national pro-

me

York.

New

ys all

to sd

oy emitting

Meals ¥ Do mot cons

)

Lord.

&

PETTENGILL

thorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest

fo

of

<M.

Row,

enacted tempeiance laws of th: State.
The Chicago, News, refirring to the

day, and

there was not yet death, only the voice of
the

8.

NOTES:

the execn'ion

Blood

Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian

An anti-prohibition secret society has
been formed in Kansas, whose object is

gorgeousness of o for that enriched the
from your peerless wreath and steeped
in Paradise.
We were the new Adand new~Eve again, and walked in

WARRANTED.

the children

but I think the 8yrun will finally
WILLIAM MOPHERSON.

stubborn;
éure me.

A policeman in Topeka, Kansas, recently said:
** Our business is done for.
Since the saloons have been closed we
have absolately nothing to do.”

Isaw all the beau'y, and the tropi~

the grden

lr

When

a slight cold, and are threatened with feget
a few doses will set them right. In my
ver,
own case 1 use it, and think it the best medicine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
constipation, which has become chronic and

account.
dp

known.

d

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
Rehools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete.
LY

Indian

JOSEPH WAINE.

family medicine

y,

by its use.

and

DR.J.C. AYER &CO., Lowell, Nass

also knit a great variety of fancy-

vo

ulceration

PREPARED

8t., Boston,
© 00., 400 Washington

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

Co., N. H.

Johnson's

Dr. Clark

1

very spe dily

EVERYWHERE

and TOE

It will

to can-

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousnesg,
:
per box.
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents
0 Sold by all Druggists. “@8

Breast, and

Bockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attendto my work,as I could not eat to
keep up my strength.
I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
ita use. I recomby
benefited
greatly
was
| mend it to be a reliable remedy.

for him to become a (Christian on his own

that

from a lily, large or
lovely ivory sculpture
1 saw ijt all, even at
moment, when I knew
visible was about to be

shat out frem me

life.

lordly

, fla

troubled since. I never knew a well day before 1 took your medicine.
Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.

In Mr. Spurgeon’s inexhaustible fund
of illustrative stories is one of a man who
be done.”
At that festival of life that we all cele- used to say to his wife, ¢* Mary, go to
Bat ihe
brated last Monday, did not those myriad church and pray for us both.”
little white lily-bells ring in for hin the ‘man dreamed ove night that when he and
eternal year of peace, as they clustered his wife got to the gate of heaven Peter
“and hung around the majestic temple, in. said, ** Mary, go in for both.” He awoke,
which he once lived with God? - They and made up his mind that it was time
rang

faintn

Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
and
have
never
been |
Complaint,

Blood
Liver

was in a hotel. Beyond the thin partition was a sinner dying. . All night long
the moans and death-throes disturbed his
sleep. The next morning, on inquiry, he
found that the
young man was dead.
He followed his lost spirit on its terrible
journey. He was convicted and converted, and became the pioneer missionary to
Burmah, winning the distinction of being
Jesus Christ's man. . ’
v

God gave tolhis beloved sleep. And
then an awakening which will require no
mn
more restoring siumber.
As the dew-drop

Fisherville, Merrimack

PU

were apparently

4

weary.

8

P. PICKERING.

EPHRIAM

1 _have used

Adoniram Judson was at one time apparently lost to hope. He, too, was the
son of 8 minister. Prayers and tears

that an angel gently drew him within the

3d St.,

an abscess on my

;

Christ

of

Gospel

the

in

IT.

being 70 years old, I was entirely
prostrated.
with ho appetite.
I concluded
to try Dr.
Clark Johnson's Indian Blood 8yrup, although
1 had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I bave had no sickness since.
1
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood.
.. ..

aloud, to fly for refuge to the hope sel

aware

not

I was

when

Tn 1877 I had

1 see efernal

when

and

then;

SELL

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.

destrnotion ready to fall on poor sinners,
and about to entomb them irrecoverably
in an eternal mass of woe, and call aloud
to them to escape, shall I be calledan enthusiast now? No, sioner, [ am no enand I call on thee
thusiast io so. doing;

life a mere court of * the house not made

outer court, and

DRUGGISTS

near a mile; help came, and rescued two
of the sufferers. No one called me an
enthusiast

motes Digestion.

Laboratory, 77 West
;
WEW YORK CITY.

below, at a distance of

in the town

heard

this earthly

He has decreed

*‘ Because I am in
enthusiast.
me an

exclaimed:
call
men

When I first came into this part -of the
country, 1 was walking on yonder hill,
and saw a gravel-pit fall in and bury
three human beings alive. I lifled up
wy voice for help,so loud that I was

far within the veil that the light lrom

my dreams.

Hill, in once

Rowland

Ruv.

late

The

that

3, with HL

20 minutes.
work for

It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debillty, Slecplessness, Depression and Indigestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backacho, {3 always permanent.y cured by its use.
1t will at all timos and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern tho female system.
For the oure of [icncy Complaints cf eitLer sex this
Oompound is unsurpassed,
I
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S VEGETABLE COMAvenue,
Western
235
and
POUNDIs prepared at 253
Lynn, Mass, Prioo §1. Six bottlesfor
£5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
reoeipt of price, 81 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answors all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. JMention this Paper.
o

It Nowrishes, Strengthens and Invigovates.
It earrvies off the Old Blood and makes new
Ie pens the pores of the skin and induces
Hralthy Perspivation.
It nentralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
In the blood, which generates Scrofula, Erysipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
internal humors.
There are no spirits employed in its mannfacture, and it can be taken by the most delicate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly
being required
in attention to directions.

EARNESTNESS.

From a child,

to

WAN

internal

.Puetules, Blotches,
Salt Rheum. Scald
Sores, Rhermatism,
Side and Head, FeLeucorrheu arifing

Dropey, Dyspepsia, Emaciation and General Debility. With their departure health returns.

49

live.

1 still

* Thy will be dove.””

therois checked

from

A Eran

2

wy mae

|

lad.

it, becuse

It

be almost, if not

A

for stimulants, and rolioves weakness of the stomach.

I
It Pwrifies the Blood,
It
Quiets the Nervous System.
¥ {7

the Liver, Stomach, Kidney, Lungs. Eruptions and
Eruptive Diseases of the ~kin, St. Anthonv’s Fire,

n
err
rr —
1 QNYISE
%
3 ¥
.
‘Say
+ ‘muariiy ‘odxay
A ww sek af

Father, I know

‘s¢ Yes, my,

cerous h

be revealed.

determination of these same humors fo some inter-

johmal
By mail, 80 ote. a
SB.
BIRCH & OC., 3 Dey Bt.N.Y

It will dissolve and oxpel tumors from the uterusin ' | for od
tendency

R~ cure ofa series of com\—~ plaints which are very

NOT

Changeof Life.
Tho

®

Rose or Erysipelas, Pimples,
| Roils, Tumors, Tetter and
Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and
Neuralgia, Painin the Bones,
male Weakness, Sterility,

Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
¢.

Stillingia,
and = Mandrake, with the Iodides
of Potash
and
Irdm,
makes a most effectual

nal organ or organs whose action they derange,
and
whose substance they disease and destroy.
AYER’S SARSAPARILLA expels these humors from
tha blood. When they are Fone, the disorders
they produce disappear,”such as Uleerations of

‘BOSTON.

tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent

of

B
humors ia the system,
that undermine health and settle into troublesome

on 608 Washington §t,

It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Come
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera

eomyround

disorders. Eruptions of the skin are the appearance
on the surface of humors that should be expelled
trom the blood.
Internal derangements are the

Gen. Managers,

Is a Positive Cure

an early stagoof develop

This

the
Vegetable
Alteratives, Bursaparilla,Deek,

“prevalent and afflicting.
t purifies the bi
»
purges out. the lurking

ESTEY

for all these Painful Complaints and Weaknesses
socommon to our
female populati

Saliva, which converts the Starch and
Sugar of the food into glucose.
A deficiency in Ptyaline causes Wind and
Souring
of the food in the stomach. If
the medicine istaken immediately
after
eat.ng
the fermentation of food 4 pre

For Purifying the Blood.

First-class Farm Mortgage Loans and’|’
Municipal Bonds.
For particulars address
JOHN R. CLARK, Cashier
FIRST NATION L BANK,
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
(VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

Syrup possesses Varied Properties.
This
It Stimulates the Ptyaline in the

It betrays those
Sin defiles the soul.
who «ngage in it by the marks it makes

‘These may
on them.
1 have not quite, invisible at first.
I will be

Disease, | etc.
debility,

The Best REMEDY ENOWN to Man!
11,000,000
Bottles
SOLD SINCE 1870.

bad no idea that twelve hours’ drying
would reveal his wiockedoess.
As the
work was all done on the aiternoon the
drawer was opened, the man did not
come again, and to this day does not
know thai his acts are known to bis employer. Beware of evil thoughts and
deeds!"
They all leave their finger-

Lord. * and seemeth ouly to be gone.”
lost

tism,
Dropay, Heart
ousness, Nervous

probably

he

first, and

at

not show

BLOOD.

>

hash for an gu’ative
Cars.

I be one with

beati:ude, should

TILL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,
TIDNEYS, SEN,
&

CURES 2:2

the

revealed

examination

An

took.

Soventy Five Cents
found these Cars with

understanding.”

all

*¢ passeth

which

peace

be the

It, therelore, must

morn-

the

finished, 10

in the roum, white finger-marks. Opening the drawer; he found
the 31mg on the
articles in it, afd alsoMon the pocket-

| stand hushed into an ineffable
mar.
peace which I cannot measure nor understand.

was

fiud on the drawer of his desk, standing

mur-

a

without

and

submission,

awful

surprised, on

man was much

am struck dumb with au ecstasy of gratitude. aud let go my morial hold with an

DYSPEPS,
LIVER
~COMPLANTS,
2
"
HEART DISEASE
i

We run Palare Slevping Cars for 8 oeplng purposes, and
purposes onfy
2
Dining Cars for Eating

MONDAY

When I see that I deBeLovEp:
serv: d no hing, and that my Father gave
me the richest destiny for so maay years

.

T. Fields:

its

AYER'S SARSAPARILLA

Send

-r

is doing little more than holding
ground.— Christian Commonwealth.

soon afier the denth of Nathaniel Hawthorne by his wife, appears in the recent

is

money

in

Registered

a

:

copy

Letter,

Money Order, Bank Drait,or by Express,
at'onr risk, aid be sure and write the
name
and
plainly.

address of
Address

each

subseriber

THE INTER OCEAN,
Chicago,

lil

An

is rapidly increasing whilst its old enemy

TPerCent.
Net.

Ith of Woman is the Hope of the Race.

letter, written

beautiful

Woman ‘can Sympathize with Woman,

482;
it is now 37,700,000, of whom
8 509 013 are Protestants. Protestantism

JOY IN BEREAVEMENT.
The following

than in
28.413.-

\

son we cannot ‘well go earlier
1818, when its’ population was

403

A

tent, so that for the purposes of compari-

Selections.

;

at chalet =
lid
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THE
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STAR, DECEMBER

Star.

sermons, study human nature

and

careful
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

21, 1881.

All communications designed for publication

:

of be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
po
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

" addressedito the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

This is the question

cess or a failure?

with all. It is a struggle. Is it a hard
one, and are you discouraged and on the
point of giving up? If the erisisis upon
' you it is the time for manly struggle—for
decisive effort based” on’ courageous purposes. Here is hope. To give up is to
make life a failure; to hold on is to gain
heroic and triumphant success. Stability

‘will take the place of fickleness and hesitancy, and the struggle will not bein vain.
—

0-00

Simpricity. ‘The great beauty of the
gospel of Christ is to be found in its simplicity. Itis so simple that a child or a
waylaring man need not err.

‘‘ He

may

run that readeth it.” It appeals to the
heart as well as to the head. Its acceptance is all the condition

that is

required,

and its effect {s instantaneous,
sovereign and
is

wrought

satisfactory.

in a

radical,

The

moment,

change

and

it

is

as

simple as stopping and turning about in
one’s’course’of life.
ee
SympaTHY, Some one has uttered a
truth which ought to be engraven on the
tablet of every Christian heart. It is as
follows: *¢ No man’can do the best work
tbat is in him without a certain amount of
kindly sympsthy.” How applicable this
is to the minister of the gospel! It makes

all the difference in the

world “whether

he has the sympathy and cooperatisn of
his church members. If they do not take
hold with him, they will be very apt to
cripple him, and ten to one they will
censure him for his inefficiency when they
have been the main cause of it.
ATTAINMENT.

‘‘Always

shall succeed,” said

Dr.

think

you

Arnold

to

his

Rugby boys,‘ but never think you have.”
This advice is good, not only respecting
our conflict with material forces,

but

es-

pecially respecting our strife for spiritual
achievements.

“I

count

not

myself

have apprehended,”said Paul.
may

conquer.

realize
crowning

his

the

world,

ideal,

triumph

but
is

to

Alexander

and

the

Raphael

Christian’s

always

still

unat-

tained. Yet he pursues no phantom,
‘but may possess each day essentially the
joy of supreme attainment.
a

D

Do your Best.

This is the duty ot all.

- Anything less than this is degrading to
any man. Whatever your business, never
be satisfied with anything less than the
very best you can do at the time; and do
better next time if you can. You are
then sure

of progress.

to

Remember,

the

give

all those subjects

tions.

have some of the same

piety,

heart,

‘devotion,

consecration that he would promote in the
hearts and lives of others, and be a man
of prayer, of Christian spirit, - patience,
and purpose.
CHILDREN

ATTENDING CHURCH.

It

is

a sad fact that Shia yund young people
do not attend the public services of Christian worship as much as they ought. The
excuses given are not very valid. “Tt is
said,

‘They

cannot

understand

1 not do my work well?” That is the
question, whether cobbler, legislator or
minister of the gospel, Did I not
work well?
Do your best.

do

my

—————

SoME THINGS FOR A PASTOR TO DO.
As Paul says, he should preach the word

in season and out of season.

He should

see that it is the truth and preach it as
though he believed it, be punctual, have
his Scripture lesson and hymns selected
before hand, and speak deliberately and
distinctly, rather than boisterously. He
should be gentle, reverent and modest in

means

fairs, sociables and odds

well to do it before

and

sermon

let the

habit of attendance

ious.

They

are

within

their

souls

is

affected

hearer.
He should preach

done here in the
destined,

neglect to take them to the church and to
the Sunday-school ; nay, more, they train

them both by precept and example
pernicious habits of irreligion, and

many cases of intemperance, profanity
and vice, ruining their earthly prospects
and imperiling their sonls, to say the
least.
If parents realized this, would they be so
indifferent in the matter? Would they
not rather avail themselves of all the advantages of our publi¢ schools and of our
church privileges and do all they can to
bring up their children to church-going
habits?
Sunday-school teachers should aimy
to
bring all the members of their ti

in-

on the

make them at home, and talk: with them
about the services and especially the sermon if they do not understandtit. If they
are not in the Sunday-schqol, personal
missionary work is the only thing that
will reach them and bring them into the
church and Sunday-school.
ministers

should

preach

occa-

sionally to the children in language

that

congregation
joy it just as
more erudite
would advise
experiment.

older

members

will:understand
well as, if not
productions. At
every minister

before the

Men

*‘ foundation

are preof the

in the beginning as perfectly as at the
Whatever the free
moral
agent does God knows it because he does
it, and this knowledge is antecedent to
his election or rejection in nature if not in

dime; so’the guilt falls on the sinner as
really as if God had no prescience of his

shift the responsibility ; you cannot avoid

the fearful inevitable result of unbelief.
Then hear the tender voice of love and
mercy saying, ‘‘ Come unto me”—*¢ I will
1ave mercy.”

*

ELECTION.

ends,

it is

than

that it is not without significance.

It has

a meaning, an important meaning, accord-

This

do the best we can to make good the loss:
By his communication, he wished to make
it understood that the new paper is to be
nota northwestern but a western enter-

He also stated that the time for receiving
subscriptions before determining whether

the publication of the “paper should “be

it is based on an absolute decree of God
which recognizesno conditions on our
part, and which in nature

ern needs ; and if it fail for want of east-

‘thereby feed his hearers with the ‘bread

to foreknowledge.

of life,” delivered to them ‘in demonstra-

facts becausehe has predestinated

tion of the spirit and of power.”

The statement on these in the five points
of Calvinism 18 as follows :
Predestination is the absolute purpose

A pastor should visit his flock that he
maybe acquainted with them. This is a

great benefit; they will have more inter-

of God to save

God foreknows

the -elect

the
them.

*¢ without the

But

least foresight of faith, good works, or any

he should not be satisfied with a polite,
formal acquaintance simply. He should

conditions performed by the creature, and
the rest of mankind, he was pleased to

know them—_their business, habits, associations, modes of thought; in short,
their moral and spiritual condition, that, as
a wise physician who seeks to understand

pass by
wrath.”

est
in him and

sympathy

for him.

fully the diagnosis of the case

treat, he should understand

he

is to

the moral

condition of his parishioners and make
such an application of the sovereign remedy as their spiritual diagnosis requires.
He should visit the sick-especially, that
the may take into consideration their true

«condition, admonish them, give them in-

and

ordain
:

to dishonor
:

and

was the will of God that Christ by the
blood of the cross should efficaciously

redeem

all those

and

ern assistance, it will be because the East
does not understand the condition

those

only

who

were from eternity elected to salvation
and given
to him by the Father.” The
corresponding points as taught by Arminians are as follows :

of the

FamiLy CircLE. We have made arrangements for a Puzzle Department to
occupy half a column under ‘Family Circle” and to appear fortnightly, beginning

No previous study or native talent can be
3 a substitute. As long as he Preathes he

cors; 80 that election was conditional,
and reprobation in like manner the result

of foreseen

wickedness,”

infidelity
©

and

persevering

40x60

part of the lot designed

for that purpose.

The cellar

1.

and

stoned,

and

It seems to be a necessity,as “the lot

might as well be occupied and from $125 to
$150 rent saved to pastor and people. The

next two pr three years will be the trying time
for this church which has struggled so nobly
in the past. Bro. Harmon is now among the
churches in the East endeavoring to raise the
sum of $350 to aid in erecting the parsonage at
once. This is the best help that can be rendered the cause there at present,
Bro. Harmon received the hearty approval of the sub-

committee of the Home Mission Board at their
meeting in Boston last week in his endeavors
to raise the above sum for the purpose stated.
We hope that our friends who are able will be
disposed to help this church at a time when a
little help will be able to lift them where they
can sustain themselves and do a good work for
the Master.
The property is under a mortgage of $1,000
and is subject to a ground rent of $60 per year.
The interest of the former and the payment of

The

real value will be much more.- We have writ-

mon when be shall call upon them. Any donations for this purpose sent to our Finaneial
Treasurer will be forwarded
A. L. GERRISH,

at

Cor. Séc. F. B. H. M. Soc.

Hlinisters and Churches,
bo

i

Maine.

Rev. T. F. Maxim has accepted the pastorate
of the church at So. Limington. He began his
labors Nov. 20. The people welcomed him
and his family by spending an evening with
them Dec. 8 and ‘leaving presents, amount.

ing in cash and valuable articles to $100.

Fit-

ting remarks and a prayer were offered by Bro.
Maxim, and the people went their way.

cord with the character
and spirit of the

Star; and it is believéd that many of the
young folks especially will appreciate
this new

feature

of our paper.

Prizes

will be offered from time to time for the
solution
of difficult problems. We are

thinking of opening also a “Question
on BoxB

auth 1 |

+O)

WE Go visiTiNG. ‘The Star just now
is making
a large number of visits and

hopes thereby to win some new friends

church that is more

than

this,

and

thus

been

has it

and trials

called to pass through

bas

been.

in Qlueyville

rovidence and

of

the

vicinity are now

near-

pastors in

using

the

with a good

has

called to its pastorate
Rev.
who began his Inbors Nov. 1,

with very encouraging prospects.
The Byron church has given its pastor, Rev.
H. Whitchér, a donation of $88. ...The Monroe
Q. M,, Dec. 3, 4, was
a very interesting sea
preached

people

of Center

Strafford met at the residenceof their pastor,
Rev. L. H. Winslow, and gave him a joyful
“pounding,” making the heart of their pastor

and his wife glad,
Our church in Carroll is at present without

ry moderate, but the needs of the church are
great, and a. good work might be done there.
Correspondence may be had with Dea. John
Hunt or 8, W. Kelley, Twin Mountain, ......
The church at Littleton has remodeled its
houseof worship. Besides repairs outside, a
partition has been extended across the audience room maki
a yes, and above the
vestry a ladies’ parlor and
The auitchen.
d ience room is right and pleasant with new
pews, new carpet, new pulpit furniture, new
n elier and frescolnf.
he pastor, Rev,
IF,
[. Lyford, has given me a
yor to vr
this
work and it refl
¢ edit on his
and
he
rededicated
Wednesday, Nov. 2. The sermon was by Rev,
, from the text,
** How amiable are thy
roacles, O
Lord
of Hosts.” 1t was a fine sermon and was receiv.
ed with approbation by the large con, regation.
Rev’s Messrs, Nickerson, 8 oner Mo Laughli
(Meth.), and Audiows { pis.), took sug in
the services. In the even ng, Rev. 1". Spooner preached to a large congregation. The rea
8 on the house have cost about $1900: of
his $1200 huve been raised und the rest will
soonbe paid,
;
:
:

seating 200
by It has a handsome steeple ready for a
bell, The whole cost is a little over fifteen

bath

the

E. Baker is at present laboring with

Plumb

church, (Crawford

Q. M.) There

are some conversions, and the church is being
revived. Bro. B. left the
F. Baptists some

yenrs ago and joined the Disciples, but has returned

home.

Virginia.

life,

The

church

has been

greatly blessed under his labors, and nearly
twenty-five have been received as candidates for
baptism and membership in the church.
May
God’s
blessing ever abide with them......
A good revival isin progress at Martinsburg.
«+++ The school at Harper's Ferry is prospering with
140 in attendance.
The
number
usually doubles after Christmas.”
North Carolina.

W.

H.

Dixon

sends

us a

our friends

will assist.

We

are deficient

in

ood buildings.
Every pastor should see that
is house of worship and the land on which it
stands are owned by the members.
In other
parts of the state, even in Georgia, people beg
for ministers who preach F. B. doctrines. The
field is open and needs workers.
If means
could be provided to support twelve or fourteen well qualified co-workers, we should seé
prosperity.”

Ohle.
Rev, L. C. Chase, Prin. of Atwood Institute,
at Albany, is going to *‘ pension his old students,” giving free tuition and incidentals to

those in attendance

at that institution at avy

time during the three years following Sept. I,
1866. This offer is made without regard to
sex, married
or unmarried,
to such
as
may
choose to come in for at least
the

winter and spring terms...... A neat clock
adorns the wall of the I. B. church st Albany,

donated by the pastor, Rev. A. Striemer......
Rev. T. P. Taylor, late of Rutland, has moved
from
Floodwood to Buechtel, Athens
Co.,
where he preaches nearly every Sabbath..... .
Dec. 11, Rev. Edward Dudley, of Agency City,
Towa, preached, on his 70th birthday, at Rutland. He made touching allusions to his early
life and experiences.
Bro. D. is a -vephew of
the late Rev. David Dudley and father of Rev.
C. D. Dudley, pastor of the ¥. B. church at
Great Falls, N. H.
Rev. Frank Sherritt bas consented to preach
for the Seal, Linn Hill, Petrea and
Wel

churches
T.

of

the

E.

Peden

Jackson

Q.

writes:

Q.

M.

preached by the

The

paid be-

dedicatory

sermon

writer from 2 Sam. 7:10.

After the sermon $327 were raised.

The ded-

icatory prayer was then offered by the pastor,
| Rev.
R. Norton, who has labo!
unceasing]
in pushing forward this work, and throug]
whose exertions, in the midst of great ‘difficulties, this beautiful edifice has been so soon

completed.”
:

a

Kansas,

Rev. F.
sion of the
the White
but the Q.
there from
es. Elder

|

A, Janes writes: * The Nov. ses.
Republic Co. Q. M. was held with
Rock church. A good time was had,
M. is very low. Brethren were
the Cheyenne and Montana chnrehBradbury has become too aged to

attend these gatherings and Elder Harvey was
away on a visit, With the assistance of two

licensed brethren the desk was Kept supplied.
The White Rock church has been without regular preaching over a year, but its influence is
greater than ever. The brethren were muen
disappointed that no one could remain with

them and

‘protract the meeting.

The writer

of

the lambsof the

My traveling expenses were fully

flock.

met by

the

Q. M. [returned in season for our own
Q.
M., fbe Central Kansas.
It was held with the
Sand Creek church of which the writer is pas.
tor, It passed off very pleasantly, The soc-

ial meetings wére very enjoyable indeed. Bro.
Otis spoke very feelingly of his labors singlebanded, during the past years, and of the encouragement which he had received by seeing

other laborers come into the field. On the occasion of our last communion service at the
Sand Creek and Lincolnville churches, a col-

lection was taken for Foreign Missions, for
the first time.
It amounted in both churches
to $2.10. Where little has been given, little is
required.”
Wisconsin,

Improvements are being made on the church
property at Oak Center, Wis. The parsomage
is receiving a new coat of paint,
The ehurch
invites correspor.dence with reference to the

settlement of u pastor whose term of serviee
shall begin the first Sabbath in April next.
Address Aaron Worthing, Oakfield, Wis, Rev,
E. D. Lewis's filth year with the Oakfield
church closes the last Sabbath in March next.
Any church wishing to engage a pastor can
address him at Oak Center, Wis.

Quarterly Meetings.

cémmunication

which we can not give in full, but from which
we select the following:
*‘ The workers in
the Eastern portion of the state, have been
gradually gaining and are now making new
efforts. Our membership is nearly 6,000. We
have no regular school supported by our
churches; but are hoping to have one soon, if

of the

tionery from one

excel-

Pennsylvania.

Rev. B.

In less than

thankfully acknowledges a domation of $12.50
from them as a ‘token of regard for past services, and not least, a package of writing sta-

son. Rev’s Hart and Randall of Rochester Q.
M., Crowell of Genesee Q. M., and Moon of

Canada, were with us and all
lent and cheering sermons.

ing

peopie, bas been built and furnished comforta-

hundred dollars, Eleven hundred were

now

harmoni-

preac

fore the dedication, which occurred on the Sab-

be Chris-

church

OXFORD Q. M.—Held its Nov.

the church at Riley Center, Nov.
of the churches, excopt Brockway,
resented by letter and delegates.
ance was good, and the meetings
service were of the highest order,

session

with

25-27.
All
were
repThe attend.
for religious
the spirit of

God reviving the hearts of his dear ones and

a.

convicting sinners.
One asked for prayers
and it was deeided to protract the meeting,
Rev. H. Perry assisting the pastor.
The

presence and laborsof Rev. W. Depew from
the Genesee Q. M. added greatly to the interest of the meeting.
Rev. H. Perry was
chosen

of

the

as

messenger- to, the

Genesee

Q.

M.

and

next

session

Rev.

E.

J.

Doyle to the Sanilac Q. M.
The following
resolutions wefe wnaminously adouvted and
ordered to be presented for publication in

the Morning” Star:

Whereas,

Much

harm

has come to the churches of our order by pas
tors abusing and
publicly insulting ~ their
church by making unkind and abusive remarks
when #hout to leave, and Whereas, the practice exists of ministers of our own church
holding meetings at the time and in the community where the pastor and church are engaged in regular church work; therefore,

Resolved,

That in the opinion of this Con-

ference such a course and such measures
ought not to be; and furthermore,
Resolved,
That this Q. M. will censure and
withdraw fellowship from any of its ministers
guilty of making divisions and eausing discord
in the chureh of Christ.
Next'Session with the Lynn church at Sharp-

ville,

E. J. DoYLR, Clerk.

RIPLEY (Ind.) Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Zion church, Rev. D. A. Tucker,
Moderator,
It was a pleasant and profitable

session,

The reports

from the

churches

the Union

church

was

encouraging. Corresponding Messengers were
appointed to attend the next session of the
Dearborn Q. M.

. Next session with

mencing

Feb. 24, 1882,

E.

M.

C. WILLIAMS,

.

com-

Clerk.

¢ The

pastors and collectors of inission money

for

sister Nellie M. Phillips, in the Ohio River

Y.

STAR SUBSCRIBERS.
We repeat our liberal offers to those

M. need to be actively at work. The second
hundred dollars oughtto be in the treasury. who will furnish additional subscribers to
Will not every church send in a respectable | the Morning Star, and state them in four

contribution at once!”....A protracted meeting commenced at Coalton
the
19th inst.
|. The prospect seems favorable for the building

pel

# church in that thriving villages..«..

The Huntington
ries of meetings,

‘church commenced a seDee, 19, under the direction

of Rev. R. M. Cloud.
‘
Michigan.
‘We are glad to announce that Rev. J, J.* :
Recently
about 65 of the members of
Hall,
of Auburn, Me., is at home in improved
health. He eccupied his pulpit, Dee. 11, for the congregation of Rev. A. E. Wilson, of
Lansing, visited him, and through Rev. L. B.
the first time for several weeks.
;
Potter they presented to their pastor a beauti:
New Hampshire,

ternoons. They need a good man to locate
with them. The church is small atid the sala-

pers published. Matter inserted is to ac-

The

year§......Severul

«esses Rev.

+ and still has, control of sim-

ilar departments in some of the best pa-

united

He

six

Iston

It will be conducted by one who has

ble experience in such work,

no

tian doctrine and

considerable material has been donated and
work pledged towards erecting the build-

Secretary or
once.

desiring to

arose.

Rev. D. Waterman writes: *‘ Dee. 11, Bro.
A. W. Adams, who is laboring with geod success in Berryville; was publicly ordained to
the work of the ministry by a council appointed by the Winchester Q. M., after having passed a most satisfactory examination on Chris.

city have been established and kept up by
these brethren, through which they have been
able to do much good.
The brethren have
commenced
to build
a parsonage on the
dug

have been eminently successful.

ninety days a house of worship,

ing (Dec. 8). .It resulted in a general revival
in the hearts of the church members, and has

those

weeks,

aged to build a place of worsh p, if the Home
ission would rendera little assistance.” The
services of Rev. R. Norton were recured, and

meeting at the Park St. (Providence) church,
Rev. J. M. Brewster, pastor, closed last evens

also

ful ash

and

walaut

secretary,

to his

wife

a

folding camp rocker, and to their daughter a
portmonnaie well filled with small coin, A

leasant evening was enjoyed by all, ample re-

oe
being prov
by the ladies. Mr.
Wilson thanked his visitors warmly, saying
that the occasion would be cherished by.
me
self and family as one of the brightest spots in
their memory.
;
Illinots.
;

The Mineral church under the labors of Rev.

H. 8. Ball

is gaining ground.

The

worship has lately been repaired,

house of

Bro, Ball

is afficted with disease of the threat, but, proposes, if able, to hold extra meetings 800n.....
Kewaunee and Burns churches have jointly secured the labors of Rev. George Bullock, to

distinct propositions.

1. The Morning Star will be sent to
every new subscriber from the date of the

subscription to the first of January,

1883,

for $2.00 in advance.

2. The Star will be sent as above
offered to the new sabscriber, and to every subscriber who will send us $2.00 and

such a name (his own paper being paid

for)we will send a copy of * Close or

Open

Communion,” post-paid,—a well-

bound volume of 175 pages.
8. Or sendus $2.26 with the name,and
we will send a copy of the Memoirs of

Dr. Day,—a volume of 431 pages.
4, Orsendus $2.50 with the name,
and we will send a copy of the Centennial Record, a volume of 266 pages, with

eleven steel engravings of deceased min~
isters.
:
There is no time to be

lost in making

this offer most available.

New subserib-

commence Jan, 1, and are looking forward to

ers can at once avail themselves of these

better times, = Since Bro, J. D. Lamb closed
his labors with the Burns church last Sept.,
Bro. H. M. Henry has subblied them with
reaching a, portion
of the time. Bro. Henry
8a Jounk man of good
ability, strugsling to
repare himself for the
ministry,
church
Kawanee has
greatly réduced by re| movals, but the brethren who are left are mak-

offers, and so the good work may go en.
These offers will hold good till the first

ing a vigorous

effort to sustain

the cause

there......
The Liberty church is still without
a pastor, but the brethren hope soon to secure
a pastor, or supply.
;
]
Towa,

Rev. J. H. Moxom sends the following:
“ The Cedar Valley Q. M. held its last session
with the Tripoli church Dec. 2—4,

The

dele-

9

Home Mission agent ’

labored with them for some

Bro. T. G. Earle writes, * Our three days’

others

Hoy ima!

and attending social meetings. Three were
added to their numbers,
Tuey were encour-

and speak on temperance in the evening.
Rhode Island.

West

or three Mission Schools in other parts of the

tunity, - At this time the

there......
Mrs. C. H. Flagerald is to preach
for the church at Lyndon
Center next Sunday

Up

to the time Bro. Harmon commenced his pastorate the brethren labored together as best
they could—their pastor Jaboring for them
without salary—and put their contributions together to carry forward the work,
Some two

ground, but their Sxiremity was God’s oppor-

Charleston

was awakened
by the Q. M.
The
three
days’ service has been followed up and evangelist Louden sent for to continue the work.
He has been, for some days holding meetings

unanimously
David Bull,

On this,

infant department of the Sunday-school.

is already

is expected

New York. »
+The church worshiping at Grant Station

a lot sufficiently

a pastor. Rev. M. C, Henderson supplied them
through the summer and now Rev. T. Spooner of Whitefield supplies the pulpit Sunday af-

with the first issue of the Star after Jan.

struction or aduinister to them the “balm First, “That Gad from all éternity for the Eva of inquisitive Young
of Christian consolation as circumstances determined to bestow salvation on those ‘America as well as of all others wishing
he foresaw would persevere information upon appropriate topics.
require. It affords a geod opportunity to whom
preach the gospel’ personally; for the unto the end, and to inflict everlasting ‘Whether we open this * Box” will
mind
is then usually tender and more ac- puaishment on those who should continue depend somewhat upon the amount of encessible and frank them in the time of in their unbelief and reeist the divine suc- couragement we receive to do so.

, The pastor shouldbe a life-long stodent.

secured

building of a church

Tuesday, Dec. 6, the good

:

Calvin’s second point was that Christ’s
death ¢* was abundantly sufficient to expiate the sins of the whole world ;—yet it

had

lot a brick chapel had been erected for temporary - use, sufficiently large to accommodate two hundred persons or more.
The original plan was to build the permanent church
around
the chapel as they were able. One
end of the permanent
edifice has already
been built and some twenty feet of one side of
it, which has been closed in with a temporary
roof and affords ample accommodations for the

prise, designed to enlist the interest of,
and to speak for, the West as a whole.

in nature, if not in'time ; and in the latter,

antecedent

They

Me.,

40 assist. ...... The interest at W.

illustrated method in preaching,
messure of Success,

Sts:

ten these statements hoping that our brethren
and sisters will become interested in our cause
in Philadelphia and be ready to aid Bro. Har-

he

is

McKean:

tended to publish in this
been unaccountably lost.
Begging Bro.
Smith’s pardon and indulgence, we will

will seek to preach the pure gospel in its
simplicity, adapted to the necessities of the

impenitent, the penitent, the believer, and

and

relating to the Free Baptist, which we in-

Toe FREE Baptist. We very much regret thata brief communication recently
received by us from the Rev. A. A. Smith

ries of meetings wilt soo’ be commenced. Rev.

J. M. Lowden, of Portland,

Rev. A. L. Gerrish declines the eall to Law-

entire property bas been conveyed
to the
Home Mission Society by a deed of trust, within a few weeks—that it may ever hereafter be
the home of a Free Baptist church.
When the
parsonage is finished, the market value of the
property cannot be less than'$6,000, while its

continued is extended to Dee. 25. In
a letter which, goodas it is, we would
rather have lost than his communication
to the Siar, he speaks of his warm interest in the Siar and says that if the new
paper fail for want of western coiperation,
it certainly will not be from lack of west-

is striving to reach the souls of men,

of the 12th

In the meantime a —
has been built and
a village has sprung up. But, their numbers being reduced by removals, they became despondent and felt themselves unable to hold their

have been growing of late very marked, by
both in numbers and general interest.
A ser-

rence,

AND

the latter the church propose to see met.

of the

it and enbetter than,
any rate we
to try the

work.

ing.
The great question for the reader, however, is to secare mercy. This he has
every encouragement to seek.
and ye shall find.” There can be no
doubt of the result if you comply with the
conditions. Here is where your duty lies;
and you can have no excuse for neglect.
If you are in sin and unbelief there is no
fatality that keeps you there. It is your
own stubborn heart—your will that is at
fault. Christ says, ¢“ Ye will not come
to me that ye might have life.”
are lost, it is your own fault; you cannot

they will understand,and there will be no

trouble but that

body.”

world,” ‘‘according to the deeds done
here in in the body,” apprehended by God

to
in

rather

men.

ve finally judged ** according to the deeds

are well attended,
and the interest is deepening....The evening meetings at St. Johnsbury

ly

and a suitable: house for a parsonage.

to him in the beginning just asmuch as at
the judgment ; sq'that election is founded
on the same-free, responsible acts of the
creature as is the final sentence. Men will

their

pastor

has been destitute of regular preaching
since the sudden removal of their pastor, Rey, |
A. Palmer, but they have struggled on, keeping up their social meetings as best they could.

the pas-

seems to be in good working condition.
There. are no reconciliations te be made.

In July of this year, the Rev. L. L. Harmon
became

by

Drew and Jenkins and Bro: Thomson.
The social meeting Saturday
afternoon ‘was one
great blessing and power, The little church of
at
Tripoli

Rev, A. P, Tracy, and the Meth. minister

Christians and

_ VICINITY,

But when we talk about him who inhabits eternity without beginning or end of

All events, then, are a present cognition

tor,

po

large to allow the

unit of measure

ings in North Danville, conducted

which- we have

?

commended to the churches.
sermons were delivered bv Rev'sInteresting
Pierce

deal of hard work

during the last few ye:r:J

by it, such terms are used on our account.

no

has done a great

ous and

PHILADELPHIA

of hemorrhage.
Prayer was offered in his behalf. "Home and Foreign missions were
earnestly

to avert the r«sult, but there are some $6000.
yet unprovided for......Rev. J, Woodmnn is
to remain in Sutton for a year. The' elements
are not wholly peaceful there....Union meet-

been through ull of the vicissitudes

found u band of faithful brethren laboring to
build up the cause, and who had been strugglieg together with their former pastor, Rev.
Joseph Tiylor, for some five years in this

existence, time is

E, Owen

*

the business meetings. Our beloved Bro. Coats
was not with us, being laid aside by an attack

A very sad event to contemplate. Rev.

I know of

as foreknowledge with God. He is ‘not
limited by time; it cannot measure his
and all our thoughts and acts are limited

world.

tians,

Philadelphia.
IN

a

!

last evening, one man arose for prayers, and in
response
to a general
invitation
to
all,

Denominational.
INTERESTS

:

tion by the pastor, at the close of the meeting

supplied to any one who desires to find
out more about the school and to avail
himself of its advantages.

OUR

'

also, I think, left a lasting impression for good
ou the hearts of the unconveried.
On invita--

the boardof instruction,
also the course
of study, &e.
It will doubtless be freely

Free Baptist church in Philadelphia, where he

reach,

by

also of all the graduates, the officers and

Stricthy speaking there is no such thing
existence ; and because it measures ours,

of

| ing to Paul, and it must be interpreted ;
what is it?
s
ought always to be his ultimate object. | The difference between the Arminian
His seleetion of subjects would naturally doctrine of election and the Calvinistic
depend on his object. If he wishes to has been the source of heated controvercreate a sensation and secure applause sies in the past; and thé creeds of these
and self-aggrandizement, or make a dis- distinctive faiths still remain the same.
play of profound learning, he will fect One is conditional and the other is uncona sensational, novel or literary subject,
ditional. In the former case election is
such as will serve his purpose. But if he founded on foreknowledge as antecedent
to save

by way of accomodation to our finiteness.

course ; and yet how many there are who
do nothing, or worse than nothing. They

Again,

God

beginning.
Fh
ae
These terms as applied to God are used

but they ought to feel their obligation.
The relation should insure it. Not only
their literary but their moral and religious
traming depends on them, creating a
great, a fearful responsibility. The welfare of their

them

that we take cognizance of them as they
transpire more or less imperfectly, while
God takes a perfect cognizance of them
beforehand. * His prescience is not to be
questioned ; he knows the end from the |.

be

may avail * themselves

as

without

though he had fixed them by. an anterior
decree. The difference appears to be

in all the education of their children.
They may use the schools and church:
service, but they are responsible for the
education,—literary, scientific and, relig:

such helps

and

he foreknows them as entities to be known
from the beginning just as much as

formed and let parents see to it that it. is
formed, as they are the responsible party

This is a word found in the Bible and
it is used in such connections as to show

after, lest it should divert the mind of the

good style of execution, and contains the
names not only of the under-gradusates but

could

as we are free to determine our own acts,

ing away from meeting is formed, it will
have its influence through life, and vice
versa.
Then

Without the facts we

not know them,

of education intellectually as well as morally and parents should see to it that they
do not lose its influence.
Another excuse is that they attend the
Sunday-school and that is all that is necessary. This is a mistake. They should
attend both, and onthe supposition that
they can attend but one, it might be a
question which. We are beings of habit,
and habit is formed to a great extent
while young. Now if the habit of stay-

all his movements in the pulpit, and if he

has miscellaneous notices to give, such as

present

could not foreknow them; so that as far

It is a valuable

true measure of success in any vocation of
* Did
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FREE

We send Painting and
only $3, amd
all who

MENT; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness,

iggin, of Lawrence.

New

For Special Objects
Dover Ch Mich for

Cen Asso for

of

unparalleled

Nerve

AND

100 SELECTIONS

Century.

er the world, we-make
the following

DR. E. C.

resi-

DEMERITT—LOCKE.—At Center Strafforl, May
18, by Rev. L. H, Winslow, Mr. Samuel P. Demer-

AND

11!

up.
Price of
introduee our

Square.

| IFE

Faery

80x ny 2% Drea

ee

pes.

asks the support of the art-loving
public.
We shall, as fast as possible, bring eut in
this country, in the highest style of artistic
work, every famous art work of the Old
World, and at prices which enable the people

5

LEAD

send before Christmas will get a beautiful Christmas gift free. Address N. R. BURNETT & CO,
West Liberty, Iowa.
Good references given.

SQUIRS—~WIGGIN.—In
Lawrence, Mass., Dec.
10, by Rev. E. P. Hooker, D. D., Dea. Eben H.

Belmont

NH
Nt
F Chamberlin
note

W

6.80

4.22

on

P Williams Sheffield Vi (bequest)

Woman's Aid Soc
Brunswick
Contral Asso NY
Michigan Y M

Almira M. Lewis, of Union Grove,

3.00
6.80

Lyndon Center Ch Vi
Cook’s Prairie Ch Mich

the

O,

Union

I

"Every
jughs an
i)
it.
are Tote wan i it, Ttis the «booming *
press. 1000 Agent:
[lg
low 18 the harvest
time. (+

Begs leave to call the attention of the Amer»
ican people to its mode of business; and

Soclety,
gardto Education, Home,
« LOVE
§

and have

HADOW

NOTICE.
The American Art Exchange

and Dounty laws. blanks and instructions,
We
sunrefer to Hnanes of Friars and Clients,
ress
Na
We
Igera
o PENSION

PRACTICAL

AGENTS!

MPORTANT

or nny Disease. Thousands of pensioners an
soldiers entitled ta INCREASE wd BO!
Y,
PATENTS procured fur Inventors,
Soldiers
land warrants propured, houghtand sold. Soldiers
and heirs apply or your rights at once, Send 2:
stamps for “The Citizen-Soldjer,”” and Pension

is in-

» Publisher,

BOOK

ng

S

A

- Cus
book
wanted, f

for loss ~f finger, toe.cye or rupture, varicose vein:

JOHN CHURCH

5

Fag A. BROWN, Treas, ,

Gilt.
With card already to hang
frame alone is $5. But in order to

offer for only60 days:
« Frame all complete for

New York Office,

him,

EWART

1Humor,
wo
DOO ave au.
For Fubpe Sit
and ies Tatoos
1s 18 Withouta

York.
B. B

PENSIONS
viv. Simos or
children, Thousandsyetentitled. Pensionsgiven

.

‘AND MANUFACTURERS

catalogue of other goods of standard merit all ov-

O., Dec. 11, by Rev. Thomas E. Peden, Mr. David
A. Badders, of Keystone, Jackson Co., and Miss

234 05

Bible School Int
Contoocook Ch N H

|
at

ew

| ACCEPT YOUR ONLY HOPE.

PURE WHITE LEAD,

Frame, Finely Carved and Ornamented with Gold

8. Kimball,

26,

o

.

AGENTS!

GARMORE'S ARTIFICIAL EAR DRUMS
restore the Hearing when all others fail,
remain in position without aid, and are not observable. Conversation and whispers distinctly
heard. I refer to Whose Ay ng them. Send for descriptive circular.
Address JNO. GARMORE,
8. 'W. Corner 5th & Race Sts., Olncinnati, 0,

13150

:

CORRODERS

A Large Oil Painting of
President Garfield.
Size 24x30, in a 4-inch Moulding, French Walnut

dence of the bride’s tather, at Bummer Hill, Mr.
Jot J. Caseand Miss Ella S. Bingham, both
of 8.
:
SMALL—MCKENNEY,~In Biddeford, Me., Dec.
11, by Rev. F. E. Davidson, Rev. Carlton Small
and
Mrs. Olive McKenney, both of Biddeford.
WRIGHT—CURRIER.—By
Rev. H. Lockhart, Nov.
24, Mr. Frank E. Wright and Miss Kate Currier,
both of St. Johnsbury, Vt.
BADDERS—LEWIS.—In Huntington, Gallia Co.,

7.00

Prin

Nov.

Dr. Drapgr,

Wn

As

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

2000 SOLD IN A MONTH. 2000 SOLD.
PEOPLE WILD WITH DELIGHT.
~

Lebanon, Me , and Miss Ida I. Reynolds, of Acton.
TARBLE—PERRY.—InjSummer Hill, N, Y.,Oct. 29,
the residence of the bride’s mother, by Kev. W.
Brown, Mr. Fred P. Tarble and Miss Matie Perry,

103.77

B Millis for

Lucy

aright,

Cincinnaii,

Cents by Mail.

The Crowning Offer of the 19th

Susan D. Copeland, both of Newport.
SHAPLEIGH—REYNOLDS.—In
Acton,
Me., Oct.
‘4, by Rev. F. Reed, Mr. John J. shaple
h, of

Receipts from Sep: 1. to Dec. 1.
FM
H M
Ed Soc
“Coll bs F Sec’y in Sept
465.34
2360.81 718.27
ct and Nov
Coll by F Sec’y tor Bible
385.00
chool
Prin
Coll by ¥ Sec’y for **
chool Interest

24,by Rev.

MiITCHELL—COPELAND.—In Newport, Me., Nov.
24, by Rev Geo. N. Howard, at the residence of
the bride’s parents, Mr. Wm. H. Mitchell and Miss

Treasurer

should be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.

Benevelent

Nov.

both of B.

of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society,
to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should be sent.
(10128)
Rev. E. D. Lewis, Oak
Center, Wis., Treasurer
of the Home Mission Board,
to whom all money

Rev. David Bul), Broken

Towa, Nov.

and Miss

0,

OUR LATE PRESIDENT.

A. Avery, Mr. George H. Dane, of Chester, and

Mr. Mark S. Brown

(26t)

Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn.,

NY

Mrs. Georgie A. Quimby, of Epsom.
BrROWN—KIMBALL.—In
Belmout, N. H., Nov.
24, at the F. B. parsonage, by Rev. T. G. Wilder,

Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich., to whom all
money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M. ard Educa.

v

$7.00 per hundred, with postage or me

Dover, N. nat

TREAL,
758 EUSA i
New York.
7 4 PORTRAIT.

& CO., 25

A family.scene

nd 25 cts. for specimen copy.

FREDERICK DOUGLASS

Wilton,

Epsom,

A. POND

If you catch him, you can keep
Christmas all the year.”

written by
himself; 18 full-pa
illustrations ;
price $2.00, Outrivals * Uncle
Tom’s Cabin” in
thrilling and romantic interest, with the added
‘charm that every word is true. A marvellous story most
graphically told and of great historical
value.
This volume will be eagerly sought for by
the hundreds of thousands who have watched the
remarkable career and have been thrilled by the
eloquence of this wonderful man.
4t49
PARK PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.

28, by Rev. L. L. Sweet, Rev. T. H. Batchelder, of
Central Clty, and Mrs. Mila H. Clark, of Wilton.
DANE—QUIMBY.—In

e,

95 cen

tem cents, postage two cents.

Price,

press added.

Boards 78

presents, so I hear,

ANTED, Agents.—Startling as the pages ot
romance—from the lowest depths of slavery
position among the first in the land, * Lile
Times” of

to a
and

Married

(26123)

tion Societies.

2

Evansvilie Wis

BATCHELDER—-CLARK.—In

# room

76 East Ninth Street, New York,
81 Randolph Street, Chicago.

| IEF

»

Iowa

Wm W Morrell West Davenport
W H Littlefield Vinal Haven Me

boards,

Come here, Bertha, let me whisper—it is Christ:
mas eve to-night.
And Kriss Kingle down the chimney comes with

BIGLOW& MAIN,

EXPRESS.

Post-Office Addresses.
Rev. E, N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
‘from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me,
bit
All money contributed for the Maine State Mission should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,

Me.

Price, 25

“8 H Cowell Newport Center Vt
“ L D Felt Fairbanks Iowa

Clerk.

yi

nd

per dozen.

cure free to any

Wi

troduced at which the old Carols are sung.
Can
be gotten up in two weeks.
“ Off, be off now, all ye children, we must set the

SURPASSES ALL OTHERS.

C Wells Estherville [owa
Fuller Huntington Vi
Dodge 413 West 37th St New York
Chas A Baker Wards Corners Iowa
RT Hammond Castleville Towa

‘* F M Washburne

cloth, $2.00,

and finds him to be grandpa.

BY W. H. DOANE

Joseph Higgins East Thorndike Me
RevJ W Seribner New Hampton
NH
“ Wm Walker Scottsburg
NY

Mrs
E B
H C
Rev
“

_

1

withal age bottle of his wonderful

batching Kriss kingle

IMMANUEL

2

* A H Morrell Chepachet RI
“
Donicker South Addison NY
“7 A Stevens Fairport N Y
S F Smith Fairbury Neb
Rev C W Griffin Cen Sandwich
NH
“J Q Adams So Parsonsfield Me
“ Daniel Jackson Varysburg N Y

Plisay vain

i

Holiday Entertainment for Children.

THE LATEST!
. New Christmas Cantata

:

* A B Drew Sutton N H
J B O Colby Denmark Me

a two days’ session. Churches and corresponding
bodies will please notice that this is one week later
than the usual time, and act accordingly. Programme

O

ion

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other preparation makes such light, flaky, hot breads, or
luxurious Dasiry.
Can be eaten by Dyspeptita
Poetry by Hezekiah Butter=
without fear of the ills resulting from heavy ndi- - Humorous
worth, Musie by Dr. G. F. Roet.
gestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grooers.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CoO., New York.
- Little girl catches Santa Claus in the fire-place

Spencer Eton NY

D Bates Marton

holid

Union Square, New York City.

Paul No PharsaliaNY

W H Littlefield Vinal Haven Me
0 H True Stewart Wis
Rev W.T Smith We:t Poland Me

commencing

Paige 8t., church, Jan. 25, at 9, A. M.,

cloth, gilt, $3.25, ©

Published by WM.

3

N H

some

for

It contains the usual Calander, G7

lam the Boer:

b! 1 8

$233

Copies of any of the above mailed on receipt .of
| price,

O

Rev A Striemer l.eeO
“J A Lowell Danville

From Am.Journal of Medicine.

iy

Covers,

.| cents; cloth,

“ 7, F Griffin Gilber's MIEN Y
“ ¢ M Prescott Lake View Pa
C Bridze Gardiner Me

3, 1882.
W. PARKER, Clerk.
PROSPECT & UNITY Q. M.—Next session will be
held with the Swanville church, Dec. 23—25.
Jos, H1GGINS, Clerk.
MASSAORUSETTS Q. M.—Will convene with the
Laswell,

Feb.

W

$2.50. A ver

the Ee

Boar]

and child like. By Wade Whipple.

D A Gammon Canton Me
itev M atwood Sheffield Vt

also
and

‘to ‘entertain] its next seision will notify the Cler!
immediately.
JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.
LAKR GEORGE (N.Y.) Q. M.—Will meet with
North Creek church in an extra session, Dec. 30—
Jan. 1. Opening sermon by Rov: H. Shiers.
. WOODCOCK, Clerk.
WASHINGTON Q. M.—The February session will
the

P Small Mendon

delivery.

1882,

is now ready

inational Statistics and Reports of the Mission and
Education Societies, snd that of the Financial
Secretary. Let the orders come in promptly for
be sold. Should any be left
all that can probably
on the hands of ageiits will take them baek and re-

FITS.

An unique and churming collection of lovel
: orig for children. The Words and Music are all
or
nal, and the entire contents simple, refined

“ D A Tucker Millhousen Ind

church in the Lisbon (N. H.) Q. M. Wishing

with

J

vi

,

Sceompammont

Little Lays For Lads and Lasses.

“7 H Drake 506 Clark Ave Cleveland Of

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
Any church in Camberland Q. M., Me., willing
to entertain the next session please notify me immediately.
J: M. BAILEY, Clerk.

held

ITELY Ta

plans

$1.50;

2

0

Rev C E Cate Lake Village N H
* GC A Gleason Blanchester O

Wotices and Sppoirctmends,

be

~

Absolutely Pure,

C J Klemmer Union City Pa

EPILEPTIC

REGISTER.

The Register and Year Book

ative
erstadty
Artist of New York, of which _
Gasgeld oil
Gems of Sacred Music (not hymns) arranged in | “ed over two thousand for personal use.
His last
an attraciive, tasiefnl manner, as solos for the piorder was for one hundred just before his PFs
~ano-forte, by Albert W. Berg, from the best anination. Size 16x21. #1.
Superior to the finest
cent, aud modern masters.
ovel in design, and
steel plate. The
people want a standard Por.
use
nd attractive in contents.
Price, in bo.
fal
Sgrms
FAMED jo oli i
Also his

MATL.

:

az

SUNDAY ' READINGS. GARFIELD'S rium vine

Ferwarded.
BY

Address,
CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race St, Philadelphia, naming this paper.
16149

Any

Yin

y DU]

cold

both standard and popular, by

Roberts—G 8 Ricker—

M A Wilson Harrisburg
NY
Geo Baker Morton's Corners N Y
Luther Chase No Waterboro Me
O W Young So Hancock Me

When death was hourly expected, all remedies
having failed, and Dr. H, JAMES was experimenting with the many herbs of Calcutta, he accidentally made a preparation which cured his only
child of Consumption.
Mis childis now in this
country enjoying the best of health.
He has
proved to the world that Consumption can be
positively and
anently cured.
The Doctor
now gives this
ipe free, only asking two three.
will break up a fresh

PURSE

establishes

Ofiice in New York
for the Cure of

A new collection of the choicest songs of the day,

a

—Susan Rumsey—W Russell—E A Smith—5Stoneham Mass—B D Sharpe—Johu N Sanborn—J
Shoem:iker—L 1. Sweet—H Small—A T Stratton—
C B 3ylvester—C H Staples—L B Thompson—D A
Tucker—D Tower—0 H True—T W 'Towne—C D
Thys —E D Varney a M: Vittum—M A Watson
Wilson—F H Wheeler—S J
7 Walker—M A"
—
Weed—C -D We«t—H Webster—E D Wade—H
Whitcher—I 8 Whitney—B F Zell-J 'Young—J
Matthews.

“ LAPEER, MICH., Feb. 2, 1881.
T am in receipt of your circular. Ikeep a good
supply of your Downs’ Elixir (all the sizes), believing it to be one of the best Cough Remedies
put up. Iatso keep Dr. Baxter’s
Mandrake Bitters, and Henry & Johnson’s Arnica and Oil Liniment.
U. D. BrisToL, Druggist.”
‘ The above-named Remedies are all warranted to
give satisfaction, and can be found in any firstclass drug store.
!

cent stamps to pay expenses. - This herb
cures night-sweats, nausea at the stomach,

WEIGH

((ROYAL RaW

Davis—W W Dean—A S Durgin—J Erskine—F
Farr—C C Ford—M C Foster—A L Gerrish—C A
Gleason—D A Gammon=-B
H Gilkey—Geo
A
|
Green—
C W Grifiln—C A Hilton—E A Hackett—
QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY"
L Hutchins—L Hadley—H Hawke—P L Hammett
Approved by the ‘Academy of Medicine of New
—G H Hubbard-E
Harding—H E Hale—Mrs C
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
Hibner—Miss M Huarrison-J
H Jones—S Jesseconsumption, scrofula and general debility. The man—J W Johnson~C J Klemmer—H A King—E
Knight—Geo
E
Lowi
en—A
Losee—L
M Leavitt—
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
8 Lent—W Lamb—E M LindseyMre M Lampher
Cod Liver Oil can be used; and with more benefit
—E D Lewis—MI Mowry—~W H Moore—Mrs 8 D
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of Meserve—A H Milliken—L Malvern—O T Moulton
—-M D Maxwell—A A Moulton—J H Maynard—J
this Jell Shan by donble’'the quantity of the liquid
N M Niles—S E Odle—C F Penney—A
oil, ad hey Be 86 Jeliente lowach will no Teles Nagon—Mrg
W
Paul-T F Paine—C T Palmer—Mrs
Wm B
or
all
druggists,
and
E.
H.
~N
Pierce—H Parington—8 R Parline—Perley Phil
Platt S¢., New York.
Sit
TYG
lips—8 A Paine—S E
uinby—A 8 Rowe—J

Reeder—J D Ramsay—C S

ician

Cluster of Song. |

Baldwin—L Chase

1882,

A Leading London Phys

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

B’

—M M Calley—R Clarke—E M Cooper—C E Cate
—A D Corse—3 A Curtis—R R Cook—E Crowell—
J B 0 Colby—~W G Carl—G W Colbv—H G Chamerlin—Miss C Cummings—R Doty—T H Drake—F
KE Davison—A B Drew-L Decker—Dyer & Son

re-

Liver and Kidneys. Cnres Constipation, and all
diseases and weaknesses peculiar to Females.
1t is for saleby all our druggists at ONE DOLLAR a bottle,

g- £3

Woy: ont

.

of the

E Baker—A

Bradbury—Mrs R.§ Bemnett—E F Bartlett—C
Bridge—S H Barrett—E F Brown—F W Baldwin

Seth W.

Fowle & Sons, Boston.
Dr. Kennedy’s

° M Atwood—G

21, 1881.
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ART EXCHANGE will

America,

simultaneous

with

their production in the Old World, and at
prices which will enable the multitude to
purchase.
This first work, ¢ Christ Leaving
the Preetorium,” will be used as an
introductory advertisement, and a limited
number will be furnished

FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.
It is a correct

glish

reproduction

plate, which

of

sells at 830

the

per

En-

copy,

many of which have been purchased by a
number of American§ at that price who
subscribed
for it .through
the English
house. The American edition will be farnished in the same size and with the same
attention to perfect

work

as characterizes

‘the $30 copies:
The object of this extraordinary offer is
to bring our enterprise into immediate
recognition in this country, so that when
we announce future works, the public will
have had an opportunity to judge of the
quality and beauty of the art work produced by the American Art Exchange.

‘Until the first edition is exhausted we
shall

ship

a perfect copy of

the engraving

« Christ Leaving the Preetorium” to any
applicant.
The engraving (which is a
very large one) will be put up in a heavy
tube, and sent by mail. The only charge
will be the cost ef tubing and postage,
which will be 10 three.cent stamps. It
was at first thought 20 cts. would be sufficient for this charge, but from frequent
breaking of the tubes in the mail bags it
was decided to increase the thickness and
strength of the tubes (thus making them
heavier) so that they could not be broken
except in case of accident. This necessitated an increase of charges for this purpose to 30 cents or 10 three-cent stamps.
On receipt of application we will immediately forward this superb engraving to
any address in the United States, all
charges prepaid, when 10 three-cent stamps
are enclosed in letter to cover postage and
tube.

will
credit

At

take
of

time

any

within

year

one

we

back the engraving and allow a
$3

for

it

in

payment

for

any

works issued by us.
Two or mere copies, each for a different
person, but to the same address, can, be
forwarded at the cost of 21 cts. each, as
one tube can be used for several copies.
any. more than five copies will’ be sent to
Not ope address for distribution, and the
name/of each member of the club must be
sent.

Address all letters to
3
AMERICAN-ART

F G« WEBER,
Manager.
|

!

i

:
EXCHANGE,

No, 34 Glenn Building,
CINCINNATI, OHIO,
a
*

°

i

MORNING STAR, DECEMBER 21, 1881.

THE
Boetrp,

beauty of childhood that the long, long

WHAT SHALL WE SEE ?

past is quite alike to them, and a century

What shall we see at Christmas-time?
A throng of happy faces,
Clear, smiling eyes, and fair, smooth

ir but 8 day
brows,

Where care bas left no traces;
The pent-up Chridimas mirth
In ringing laughter

breaking,

And aH day long for loying bearts, |

has

flown.

So Queen

arranged her throne with an
front, and a chair on the top
old-fashioned ** lounge,” with
draperies, and beamed a royal
dark, * bee-,

tle” eyebrows were frowning with a very
Napoleonic air, while Alexander the

To erown home’s tender story;

Great had tied the minister's

Then let us lift our hearts, and pray
That we may see His glory.

cane

to his

Eyes that must droop to hide
The heart’s swift overflowing;
Lips, that their loving greetings breathe,
Some long-loved names foregoing.
Yet would we know the light that shines
¥ Above earth’s checkered story;
Then let us pray that through our tears
‘We may behold His glory.

E izabeth did in my little red’ * Abott' at
home.”
¢«t Dear me,” said little Queen Mary

some dismay,
more.

‘‘thenl

s+ Well, no,
think of that,”

What shall we see at Chirstmas-time?

can’t

Chaplet and wreath of clustering green,

any

so you oar’t.
I didn't
returned the Queen
of

England.

brightened,

in

play

:

«I would have you know,” said Napo-

>

With scarlet berries lightened;

lecn coming to the throne with martial
stride, while the Empress leaned upon

The preacher's earnest gaze,
The thronging congregalion—
Their voices blended high and low
In chant and supplication.
Yet would we know the thrilling joy
Of the sweet Christmas story;
Then let us pray that through it all
We may behold His glory.

his arm, ** that while the Sire of France
lives, you will be careful what
Miss Queen of Bogland.

1am

you do,
marchigg

upon your kingdom with all the armies
of France at my back, and I shall bombard your throne this very night.”

— Selected.

«AndI

would

bave

you know

Mr.

Three Christmas days had

shower’d their gifts

"On curly-headed Rennie;
But then he wus 80 very wee,
He scarce remembered any.
To-morrow morn the fourth would eome,
With Christmas wreaths of holly,
And chiming bells, and Christmas trees,

For Bennie to go dreaming.

In prayer, ard said, ‘‘ Now may-be,
Instead of sending Santa Claus,

divorced, Napoleon?” innocently inquir-

‘Pear God would send a baby.”

ed Josephine, who had become a little
tired of hanging on her brother's arm.

On Christmas morn the little feet
Went pattering off to mother;

* Lay—Bennie’s little brother!

Stewart.

Fumily Curele.

pus __ass

A CHRISTMAS PARTY.
' BY IDA HAZELTON,

daughter

and

Hazen, her brother, were going to have a
Christmas tree at home. So they had invited Marinda, of course, beside Howard and
his sister Iattie, to come to the Christmas‘tree. For « number of weeks there had been
important secrets among these young people, indicated by sly winks and grimaces,
but hard as it was, they had been quite
well guarded.

On Christmas nizht, how-

out from

peeped

a dim corner of the diniog-room

among (he dark evergreens and (estoons
of pop-corn. There were bewildering
hints at pis-cushions, dolls, books and
gilt horns of plenty in that bewitching
corner,

but

by

common

consent,

they

were not to be so much as looked upon
until the evening games were over.
The children bad played blind-man’s-

buff, drop the handkerchief, magic musio and charades until they had ceased to
be amusing.
* Now, what shall we play?” exclaimed Marinda, always the first one to rally
after the fatigue of the last game.
«¢ Let's play that we were some great

personages and talk and act like them,”
said Howard with a commendable
tion to * be somebody.”

ambi-

Very well; 1 will be Queen Elizabeth,”
responded
blue-eyed Marinda,

quickly and complacently jumpiogat once
from American democracy to royalty.

+ And I will be Napoleon Bonaparte,”
said Hazen, pulling a lock of curly bair

over his forehead, ** a la Napoleon,” and
folding his arms with great dignity.
++] will be the Empress

Josephine,”

said Jennie quickly, looking with aftec4

tionate-and proud
leon.

eyes upon

her Napo-

"Then Howard looked a little cross and
quite disappointed, ‘1 wanted to be Napoleon,” he cried.
. “Pooh! that’s only because Jennie is
Josephine,” said Hazen a little disdain-

folly.

;

Howard got'quite red in the "cheeks at
that, and looked just ‘as if he wouldn"
play, and Jennie pouted, because they all
Alexander

He

the Great.

"was a good deal smarter than Bonaparte,”
* suggested Hazen, insinuatingly.
«* Well, then, I will be Alexander,”
responded Howard chasing the frown

from bis brow in his desire to shine as a
hero.
« And I will be beautifal Mary, Queen
of

Sonts,”

said

the gentle

Uatule,

Fd

Quite: 8 distinguished party, were they

not? and’ considering the different epochs

:
~~~pf history which they contrived toe repre
t, it was something remarkabl that
3

a blessing.

Yet

God knows better than we can. Let us
‘trust, remembering that our Heavenly
Parent never forgets our highest welfare.”
« But, mother, I have so longed for
these holidays. I have thought of James

and Lucy all the day, and when I could
sleep I have dreamed of them. I couldn't
bear a disappointment now.”
:
«I trust youn will not need to bear one,
indeed tbat nope of us will need to bear
one. Jt was with a fear of what might
take place, and knowing that all the
thoughts of my suffering little Alice were
centered upon the coming of her brother
and sister, that I was led to remind you
that itis sometimes best that God’s ways
Medford tenderly.
The room where

.
Alice

reclined,

and

where her mother sewed and waited, was
warm

and

It was tasty and
bright.

Without,

over all the woods and bills, the snow lay

hero's

eccentricities, and

length with his boastings

so

at

&c., he made

beneath

Alice was too happy to eat supper,

fell ‘out that the Kmperor
ty Qreen

were

at

not speak ‘to each
the whole

soon

and the haugh-

variance,

other.

distinguished

and

Then
party

would

it took
to

settle

too

ted more screams of laughter, because

it

was well known that Howard had a little
time before tried to ride a horse, bure-

her

James, who was to

within ‘a dainty

distribuied,

declared

that

Alice

was

believe

that they

folks, after

Christmas.

were

all—until,

only

perhaps,

‘We wish all the readers of the Star, especially our young readers,
a f' merry

be happy.

Year.”
may
If you
bravely

This
have
feel
and

*‘ If wishés were horses beg-

gars might ride.”

it.

Oh

Alice, Alice,

ed and grieved beyond expression, as
Alice, whire and rigid like one who .is
dying, sank back on the sofa and vainly
sought to give ulterance. to tke sorrow
which seemed to be binding and oppressing her whole being. **It's all my fault,”
sobbed Gertrude. as she called Mrs. Medford and Lucy, but they knew the young
girl too well to think ber guilty of intentional wrong.
2
There were low voices,

soft

sad tears and heavy hearts

footsteps,

in that Juxu-

light, and not seeing his father, he felt
that the desr ene must be béyond hope.
With a quick, nervous step he left the
station, and was greatly surprised when
bis hands were grasped by delicate,
trembling

fingers,

and

a

voice

which

spoke through tears, whispered,
so glad you've come, Mr.

** We're

Jamies,”

while

the sad, sad face of Gertrude Mannerly
was lifted toward his with eager, questioning gaze.
« Am I too late P” he asked as he held
the handsof the little girl, and walked
with her up the smoothly trod snow-path.
We hope not, but oh, Mr. James.
Alice willdie! The Doctor says so, and
I am all ths one that’s to blame!
Oh, I
never can be bappy if I've killed her!”

and poor Gertrude sobbed as though her
heart were broken.
«Why, little Gertrude,” he said kindly,
“you could not hare made her sick.
What did you do ?”
«Oh,

I thought she knew

it,

but

she

3

solemn exclamation that troke from the
lips of the oonscience-stricken
young

noon he would have her well wrapped in
furs, and take her out to ride. Such long,
delicious sleigh-rides
as these were!
Sometimes they went far out over the

man.
Don't ery, Gerty",

he

said,

bending.

over the little girl, while bis own tears
fell fast. **Itis not you. It is I that
has killed our darling Alice, and I can
uever be forgiven.”
Not another word was spoken until they
stood by tbe bed of suffering. Io mournful silence the home: greelings were given
and received.
Upon his knees,

with

one

5
hand

on

Alice's head, and in words scarcely audible for his emotion, James Medford made
a sacred vow to God that if her life could

be spared be would never

take another

draught of intoxicating liquor.

Father, mother and sist r then knelt by
the cide of the repentant son and brother,

while from the lips of the pastor, and

from the hearts of all present,
went
up to God a prayer for the restoration of
Alice, and fur the salvation and preserva-

is likely to be. Says the nuthor:
«The time has come when we ought

to look

fairly in
the question of Roman Catbolici~in
is an
the Just 1t the Roman Ca belic Church
blessing, by ull means let us do
unmixid
.
everything in our power to udsist its growth
If, on the other hand, it is a dangerous system
to liberty
of pernicii us doctrine, and.an enemy
and civilization, it surely is our manifest duty

responsibility, aud

to swuke to 8 sense of our

which
protect as far as possible these interests
are threatened by the growth of an imperious
lust
its
10
d
** Reduce
ecclesiastion] tyranny.”
analy sis, Romanism is either a blessing which
we cannot vane too highly, or it is an evil
which we cannot watch too closely and guards

capfully,”

too

against

bave

muy

time

which

change

As. to the

unutuor

wrought, the

It is the condition of the world, and not
says,
the nature of Romsnism, which bas cbung-

of
ed; we canuot afford to TJalkinto- the error
confounding the one with the other,” “To
trethis
understand the aim and purpose cof

bear
mendous power, we must sbove sll things sense
in mind the important fact that there is u

in which Romanism and republican institutions
are necessyrily antagonistic.” ** There is an
inberent antagonism between Romanism and
Republicism.” * Of one thing we may at least

tbat is, if we do not conquer

And

be sure.

To
Romanism it will certainly conquer us.
suppose that there can be such a thing as compromise or harmonious action between Ro-

an

manism and Protestantism, is to suppose

absurdity.” * That Romanism is an encmy to
our institutions, all bistory- and the declars
tions of leading Roman Catholies prove. id
“As a means of defence sgainst the encroach:
do not want any of
ments of Romunism, we
that narrow bigotry which is no better than

one
tbe evil it would seek to remove.” * 1tis
thing to proclaim a-war of persecution against
a religion; it is quite another thing to eee to it
that the Protestant principles which underlie
our pational life are properly protected against
s

the encroachments of-u church which ensluve
the conscience and seeks to keep the world in a
state of perpetusl servitude.underan imperious

ecclesiastical despotism.”
We quote these statements merely to show
{be line of the author's thought. A full perusal
of the work will repay the reader for the time
:
consumed.

Harrison, Professor of

By James A.

SPAIN.

History snd Modern Languages in Washing
ton snd Lee University. Over one bundred
Illustrations. Boston: D. Lothrop & Coy
Franklin 8t.
This is the third volume in Lothrop’s Library
of interesting History . It is written by Prof.

whose reputation for such hind of

Harrison

Tis theme is of
work is already established.
such a nature—so romantic and sui generis as
Spainis
to give peculiar interest to the work.
an old country—a gounitry of many revolutions
and of some of the most important battles in
the world's bistory.. The Iberians, the Celts,
the Pheenicians, thelCuarthagenians, Romans,
Goths snd Vandals, and Arabs bave in turn
ravaged its territory. The * Invincible Armada ? went forth from it, not to accomphsh
its design,but to be scattered in a single night,
It produced Ignatius Loyola. the father of
Jesuitism, whose system of persecution cursed
the church; and Spain was the last to surrendIlere is where Cort z and
er its cruel power.
Pizarro originated who are of early Mexican
notoriety.

Spain was far abead of England in her early

eivilization. But the latter through the influence of Protestantism is to-day fur shead of
Romish Spain which clung tenaciously to su-

perstitious Romunism.

”

This volume traces the story of this

wonder-

ful country and people through the ages down
to the present time. What is said of Arabian
cultore of the eighth century is of great
.
8
interest?

water,

while

Scientific and artistic activity,

munbers,

tbe

refinement

of

essentials of a polite and com-

education,

were

universal.

The

weultbiest scholars of tbe day assembled in
winter in rooms perfumed with musk and
woollen

floors

covered

carpets, and

with

sprinkled

groups

grave

silken

and

with

rose.

Mussulmuns

gathered around a cylinder of glowing coulsin
the center, and discussed with Oriental sub-

for this he had answered evusively that, brother saved will be better than any
tlety, pussiges ‘and verses from the Koran.
“he had & headache,” or **was tired,” ‘other happiness for me. Mother was Translutions
of the Greek geometers,of Euclid,
right
after
all.
God
knew
better
than
1.”
Archimedes and
Apollonius,
for a time
and she pitied him. She did not know,
satisfied thelr craving for mathematics, but by
From
that
hour,
she
began
to
amend.
how could she have believed that her
the tenth century .theyhud begun to so lve quadWhen the next Christmas time came ratic and cubic equations, und to investigate
noble, beautiful brother had fallen into
profoundly the Jaws of spherical trigonometry.
evil habits? She never even dreamed that it found Alice comparatively well, her Their skill in hydraulics is attested by the murvelous
systom of irrigation which they intro.
brother
a
saved
man,
with
the
force
of
.he loved wine. The knowledge of this

be always near you, Alice, my Alice,” he
and

brow, the young man formed many good
resolutions, resolutions which he did not

By His own hand He leadcth me.”

The next day after ber brother's depart.

library at Mr. Medford’s, enjoying a Jong
talk.

into

Spain, and

which

survives

them.

kuowledgenf ¢hemistry. obviousin the

terms which the Europeans

maby

from them-—=alksli, ulcobol,
‘ulembic, and the
Tike—und in the apothecary’s symbols extend.
ed to many

preparations of mercury,

metallic sulphates, and
skill in metallurgy, in
‘manipulations of gold,
porcelain, is seen fn the
biudes,
the wonderful

arsenic,

healing
. herbs, Their
enamelivg, in delicwe
“copper and
silver,
well-known Damascus

vase

of the

‘Albambra,

The late Dr. J. .G. Holland had very THE QUAKER'S RULE. By wroest Gilmore,
positive opinions and a consistent practice | “Author of * Copsecrated,” ele. Also—
JACK and Other Stories, by Mark
touching strong drink. He said, «1, DRINKING
Dwinal Chellis. Author of “ The Brewery at
neither drink wine nor give it to my
Taylorville,” snd several other temperance
books, New York: National Temperance
guests. Strong drink is the curse of the
Soelety und Publication House, 68 Reade
country and the age. Sixty thousand
men in América every year lie down in

the grave of the drunkard.

Drink has

should put his heel.”

change.

Well said! —Ez-

;

y

Dare not sleep in that condition in
which thou darest not die.—M. Henry,
|

It shows

up certain frauds said to exist in this

busiuess where speculators get an insuran
on the life of

a man

with it.

Yi

in

due

:

CHATTERBOX. Edited by J. Erskine Clarke,
M. A. Boston: Estes & Laa riat, 801 Wash
ington St. Price $1 75.
eS
Chatterbox is full of just such chatter as will
please the children.

It is u quarto of over four

bundred pages profusely illustrated. Many of
the pictures are full-page, and the reading matter is of a commendable character, not only
interesting but instructive both to the young

St.

1881,

These

4

Temperance

stories

belong
to

“ Fife and Drum Series,” and are worlby

the

of

commendation ‘to the young instead of the
stories that have no moral and whose influence
is anything but healthy and Insigitive
We
should endeunvor to keep tempera
literature
before the minds of the youth, that they may

never indulge in habits that require the struggle
and

misgivings

Trg KNOCK ABOUT CLUB in the Woods. The
Adventures of 3ix Young Men in the Wilds
: of Muine and Cannds, By C. A. Stephens,
Author

of * Camping

sbuve,

Price §1 00.

lhustrated.
pro.

By

of temperance

reform.

vention is better and cheaper than cure
much pleasanter to take,
.

Out,”

the

ete.

same

Fully

Pablishers

as

This bas a Kind of a rollicking title,but when
sou get at the matter of the book you will find
it readable and entertaining,—just what you
might expect of a company of young men
startisg off on bicycles for a summer vacation

in the ** Wilds of

Maine

and Canada.”

It is

full of nove} incidents, sights and experiences.
There are all sorts of accounts about log-driving, farming, boating, fishing, bunting moose,

caribon,
which

cervier,

bear,

beaver,

otter,

embrace many other things

&o.,

too numer-

ous to mention; especially, camping out.

The

book will bear reading ; it won’t hurt it or you
that read it.
ay

SONG OF THE BROOK.
By Alfred Tennyson,
D.C. L.
With lilustrations by A.
F. Bel-

lows,

J. D.

Woodward, Miss L. B. Hum. Boston: Estes&

uriat, 1881.

Price $2.00

:

This 1s 8 quarto got up in nice, fancy. style.
glit edge and ornamented covers,

trated on thick

paper.

for a parlor table,

Itisa

aod

the

richly

illus-

beautiful

book -

poem—though

we

all know it we never get tired of reading it.
“ I chatter, chatter, as I flow,
To juin the brimming river;
For men may come and men may go
But I go on forever.”

This is the

initial

volume

of a series to

be-

entitled, SONGS FROM THE GREAT PORTS.
YounG FoLks' HISTORY
.OF AMERICA. Edited by . Hezekiah Butterworth, Author of
¢* Zigzag Journeys in Europe,”
trated with over one hundred
engravings,
Price $1.50.

&o.
and

YouNxG FoLks' HISTORY OF BOSTON.

Illus
fifty

By the

same suthor™=iuily illustrated. Price $1.50.

These two volumes
r. Butterworth are
published by Estes & Lauria!
like to the author and to the pubNshing house.
The suthor has been vers successful in bis “Zig
zag Books,”
Within eighteen months of the

publication of the first volume forty

thousand

copies of ** Zigzag Journeys in Europe,” and
¢ Zigzag Journeys in Classico Lunds,” bave
been sold. This speaks well for the author
and seems to insure the sale of these volumes.
A large edition of the first was sold in advance
of publication, we'dre informed, and no won der, for thestyle of the book in the arrangement of the matter, the character of the illustrations snd the general
attractiveness
is
without an equul in this department of history.
“ The Mistory of Boston” is none the less
attractive.
The style is equally unique and its
illustrations are us full and us well adapted toenliven the text and augment the interest of
the reader as he proceeds.
His * Zigzag”
manner of giving incidents and sketches is calculated to interest the reader and hold hisattention to the close.
It is #0 captivating thas
every boy and girl who cares anything about

Boston wil desire to read it.
The Cottage
been

Hearth for January ’82 has

received.

‘The

first article is “ Queen

Victoria,” with a portrait and two

her etchings. The. Queen has
popular favor with Americans
her tender womunly sympathy
field, as well as for Mrs. Lincoln
reaved before her,

samples of

grown
into
on accountof
for Mrs. Gar
suddenly be-

How she came

to be queen

and the noble character which she has sustain-

ed during her reign are here described.

This

is followed by articles on ** Christmas,” “ Life

in Russia,”
original and
Duty,”No
making up

“ An Arctic scene,” * Music,”
selected poenis,** Shrinking from
Spirits for Disease,” &o., &c.,
the balance of the monthly. Only

$1.50 per year.

The Wyoming Literary Monthly for De:
cember is received. It is devoted to the study
of original and current literature and college lite, It is clnimed that it is the only
magazine of its kind published in the world.
Tt has articles on ** Spencer,” “Walter Beott,”

“Alfred

Tennyson,”

‘Open

Congress,”

“Sans Souci” “Our Colleges,” “Reviews?
&o. It commends itself to the Literaci and all
others iotere:ted in literature,

Pre-

and
:

Sunday Magazine for Janunary, edited by
Dr. Talmage, is filled with a great. variety of
matter and a great range of subjects,

profusely

p'ace in this number.

matter is

illustrated.

Christmas, of course, has » large
The

reading

sucli #8 will be read in the fumily and

a family

can

detriment.

read

with

profit

These facts ure all the

tion necded,

:

such as

instead

of

commends-

:

.

Littell's Living Age for Dycember 8 and 10
fg.received with its usual number of wisely
selected articles such as “ The Future of I-lam,
Part 1V.,” “ Muhomedan Religious Overs,”
“$Ship=building a Thousand Years Ago,” *‘8ir
Walter Raleigh in Ireland,”

st Jewish

Coloni-

zation in Palesting,)” ¢ Learned Bocieties in
is of such an ertubJupun,” &e. Sih

i+lied charactor as not to need

testimony.

uny

farther

.

The Treasury for January. This is de‘Christinn moral ‘literature, and deals
vote
at 60 cents per
with living Issues, 16- pages,
!
:
:
year.
hb

1

about to die and

time receive the money and coolly walk] off’

have borrow

and the jewetled dugger-bilts of the Kbuliffs.

*0-

‘break with the first or second temptation. murdered my best friends, and I hate it,
Would they be finally overcome and for. It burdens me with taxes, and I denounce
: it a nuisance on which every honest man
gotten? We chall see.
ure Alice and ber dearest girlfriend,
Gertrude Mannerly, were together in the

duced

to-day ; and even optics and hydrostatics were
hig trust in a higher power, and his fathe- srudted by them, They were famous physicians,
later on, became deeply vi rad in the
er’s dwelling once more a home where and,
writings of Galen and Hippocrates,
Their

“He leadeth me, He leadeth me,

This is a satire on 8 kind of insurance, which.
is sometimes called * grave-yard insurance.”

church,

it gencraliy

it would be read much more than

she thought, young though she was, ‘My

she never guessed. ~~
4
At length the holidays were over, and

ASCE TR
—

the same purpose. We know not who the author
e
and to their elders.
is, but be has written a very careful, readabl
4
that
knew
we
wish
We
essay.
ive
and impress

noon,

happiness reigned.
Then, too, Gertrude Mannerly, feeling
that even her own thoughtless words hid
been overruled for good, was heard (o
sing in tones of joyful gladness,

impending. The book is
Paiae suid of $is ** Age of

How 18 YOUR Ma:

The work before uss in the same lineand to

and when she pleaded with him for
a cause

der that her father’s face seemed shadowed by sorrow, and several limes she
thought ste saw a tear on Jer mother’s

kK.

trying time

Reason,” ¢ If the devil ever had ap agency in

Lar

camp.

Protestant

only the

any work, he has hadit in writing that book.”

‘Ascertaining the attitude of Romani-m toward
Republicanism, and beating the reveille in the

the

by

when he saw death
full of illustrations.

willingly

claims of the Catholic

and

not

Nazareth in health have called on him for help

« Papacy and the Civil Power,” discussing the

gature

Itis

for the Christlan but also for the infidel, and
many a man who bas ignored God or Jesus of

Thumpson's

Ex-Secretary

is

A man will generally be honest with"

himself then.

eyed attention snd painstaking study of all
Protestants and patriots. There is need of the
books which lave eppeared of late, chief

amber,

bis former temptations held in check

for all.

agree and even earnestly insist that the siiuation is one that merits acd demands the open-

To the sick girl the vow-—the prayer
was as a healing balm. In ber heart

until nearly

Death brings us to the test of our faith:
whether true or false. It is the trying hour

in every hundred -a century ago to one in six
“or eighivto-dsy, need greatly alarm the lovers:

of civil and religious liberty; but we

N10 Chia
Author of
&e. Puab-

Jihed hy he Author, Reading, Mass. For
er
Magee, 0ston. Price in paper

mejority and be “bound to take this countty
and keep it.” How much of peril to our
republican institutions may be implied in such
an uiterance as this, we ure not able to say.
We do not know that the remarkable increase
of Roman Catholicsin this country, from one

ymong which

Tu

tianity, as Seen in on Tofldell
By Rev. E. Davies, Evangelist.
“The Gift of the
Holy Ghost,”

Lafayette once said, * If ever the liberly of
the United States is destroyed, it willbe by
Romish priests.” The words publicly uttered
ten years ago by the Rev. Father Hecker of
New Yoik have been often quoted; * If the
menibership of the Catholic church shall ivcrense for the next thirty years as it has for
the thirty years past, in 1900, Rome will have a

prehensive

down to breakfast

THE CONTRAST between

UNITED
THE
IN
CATHOLICISM
ROMAN
York; Authors
New
STATES. pp. 186.
Publishing Company.

tion of her brother. ‘‘And the Lord
hearkened and heard, and a book of remembrance was written.”

i
common | ‘kissed her quivering lips.
anothe
With his sister's kiss still warm on his

/

about

what have I done? Don’t lock so. Forgive me!” cried Gertrude, now frighten-

puts,

EE
fof th ge

Christmas” and a *“ happy New
is our wish, bat perbgps ‘you
something to do to realize it.
that you have, do it boldly,

is talking

kept

much too close, and every pleasant after-

morning to | had ssid.as be beld ber 1n his arms,

finding it hard at first in the

generous as James is, shou'd drink to excess, and even get drunk, as he did at th
:
reunion New Year's eve.”
«t Not our James 2" gasped Alice.
“ Why, didn't you know it? Every one

+O my God! can this be so?” was the

loving, tearful. good-byes were spoken
apples and pop-corn eaten, and the young’ ‘when James returned to college.
folks in bed, dreaming that they were ++] shall come back to you in a year, to
o'clock before all were

thinking

just

was

I

how very sad it was that one so good and

ber.”

to de- face, and fancied that Lucy was Jess gay
than usual, but the real cause of all this

But space will not permit me

scribe all the presents which were taken
from the tree. Fathers and mothers, even
were not forgotten, and it was after nine

Alice,” Gertrude replied.
know already, but

a

be

tothe blue-eyed donor, as he opened the sensitive patdre. ‘Alige boticed with wonpin-cushion made in the shape of a boot
with red leather and green ribbons.

** Of course you

at the reunion, and that is what is killing

clasped

back, and signally failed. ‘From Hazen to Marinda,” and Hazen placed in
Marinda’s outstretched hand a tiny blue
bost of fairy-like perfection, made with
bis own skillful fingers. ¢* From Marin. was carefully kept from her for fear of
da to —="and Hazen modest'y bowed the effect it might have on her decliate,

little gilt box and found

«It is nothing I can. keep, from you

didn’t, and I told her about you that night

now she

the difficulty before peace was finally restored, after which Alexander retired to | glistening hills of the country, again they
rode through the gay and busy streets of
a corner with Josephine, and Napoleon
the town. Lucy was sometimes with her,
entertained the two Queens with an exhibition of gymnastics among the dining- James always, and O, how bappy she
‘was! Itis irue she would come home so
room chairs.
At half-past eight the minister tapped tired that it was with difficulty she went
upon the door, snd while quiet and or- to her couch, still she did not mind it, for
was not her own beautiful brother by her
der were being restored the * grown
tolks” filed oul into the dining-room. side?
To James Medford there was no other
The candles were lighted upon the tree,
and a beautiful Christmas carol was sung so dear as his suffering litle sister. Beby all.
Then Hazen took his position in ing much younger than he Alice had from
the corner, and after making a preliminary ber baby-hood been his pet—his pride.
bow and clearing his throat, he com- Now he felt that there was something of
menced taking the presents from the heaven in ber presence. He knew too
that she trusted him as no other could, for
tree.
even his mother knew his faults, and
“ From Howard to Jennie,” he began.
;
As this present proved to be a little stut- Alice did not.
uette of a boy and girl with their arms
She did know that three or four evenaround each other, it was greeted with ings during the week James had gone to
shouts of laughter, which made Howard town soon after she retired. .In the
get very red indeed. *‘* From Marinda mornings following he did not come

to Howard; eotitfiiued Hazen, exhibiting
a brightly painted tin horse, This crea-

never kept anything from each other.”

hands

doctor,

it

makes you feel bad, and 1 thought we |

in silent content.
What a week of brightness was the one

a

nature,

pleaded ; and 28 Gertrude still hesitated,
something
know
she continued, “I

golden. glow of of a December sunset.
This home, quiet and lovely, was only
half a mile from the noisy, bustling town
of B
. Here James aud Lucy Medford had grown to strong and beautiful
young manhood and womanhood, .and
from here they had gone—one to college,
the other to Mrs. L——'s school for
young ladies. For two years they had
not been home save for the holidays the
previous winter, and little Alice, who of
late was never well, and who for the last
few months had grown thinner and paler,
had looked forward to their next coming
as to the heaven of her existence. She
was not doomed to bear the disappoint
ment she began to fear. When at length
Mr. Medford returned from the station he
was not alone.
:

that followed!

imperious

brother just like him; but
silént and a shade of sadher pretty rosy face.
this and hastened to inquire
* What is it Geity?” she

rious home, and then the words,‘ Alice is

himself yuite disagreeable to Her Majesesty the Queen. And that lady being of
somewhut

ed she had a
now she was
ness was on
Alice saw
the canise.

dying.—Come !" were flashed over
the
wires to James Medford.
He came.on an evening train. Looking
snxiously through the chill, frosty moon-

sparkling

ment came;

that

known James M:dford, and always wish-.

the

white and frosty,

ail

laughed, knowing that Howard was a litreally and truly kings and queens, and
Ale partialto his girl playmate.
«+ There's

from them would seem

leon, and was well posted in regard to,

Alexander, decidedly.
« 0, you--silly thing!” said Napoleon.
You must not want to be divorced.
It
is 1 who am anxious to be rid of you, and
you must cry and make a great fuss.
Now Hazen was an admirer of Napo-

:

ever, they were all revealed, and

Even then

happy for words, and neither her father
nor mother could keep back the tears as
they saw the glow of happiness on her
white face, and noticed how silently she
nestled between her brother and sister all
through the evening-that followed.
In health Alice had been wont to clap
her hands and shout when joy or merri-

«| should think it was,” said the Great

And there beside her, on the bed,

minister's

same

as it is in the book, you know.”
So
Elizabeth put the little Mary in the corner and placed some chairs about her, and
reseated herself upon the throne quite
contented and happy.
«« Isn’t it about timethat you und I were

Unto ihe Holy Stranger.

the

the

Play you aspired to be Queen of

England, Mary, and I shut you up,

Then Bennie clasped his little hands

Jennie,

walch-

God would grant something that would
be better for us than the coming of your
brother and sister. He is always better
to us than cur dearest wishes.”
_<« But mother,” exclaimed Alice, ** noth-

luxurious,

prison.

Of how the wise men sought and found
The baby in the manger;
And gave their rich and pretiy gifts

x

« unless Providence prevents.

the family sitting-room.

«0, I remember now,”
said Queen
Elizabeth suddenly, still intent on miscobief, “I must shot Queen Mary up in

Before she heard his evening prayer,
She told the ‘ old, old story,”
Of the bright star, the shepherd throng,
The angels, and the glory;

M.

hour's

mother; then in a softer tone she added,

s¢ There, now, if you boys are going to
quarrel, I will not play any more,” said

conqueror gaillantly, as he tucked
minister's cane in his belt again.

and next
stay at home another we¢k.
summer, if I am well enough, I am to

spend some time with her. Then in just
‘a year James will be Lome“to stay near
ing. put down the soft folds of the lace us, and you know he is just the best of
curtains and returned to ber couch.
brothers.”
“They surely will,” answered
her
Gertinde did know, she bad always
little Alice, weary with an

the universe ever saw.”

England shall be obeyed,” said the great

His heart was full, his deep-blue eyes
With joyous wonder beaming;
‘When mother said the time had come

N.

ing his sword, *' that 1 am the conqueror
of the world, and the greatest soldier that

Queen Elizabeth decidedly. *¢ Alexander, put off that sword,” she continued
with a queenly air.
¢ The commands of the fair Queen of

And Santa Claus so jelly.

Mrs.

¢ How long I have watched! Itseems
as though they never would come.” Pale

should not be as our ways”, answered Mrs.

Bonaparte,” said the great Alexander wav-

BENNIE'S SURPRISE.

«Lucy is to

girl than I am,” said Alice.

BY MARILLA.

Yiterature,

8 happier

was

«I believe there never

plump little body and looked very fierce
indeed.
oe
;
“ Well,” said Queen Elizabeth prompt- ing could be better for us than’ to have
ly and cheerfully,* you may come here James and Lucy at home once more.”
Miss Scots, I suppose that I must cut
«It is true, Alice, that to us, with our
your head off the first thing. That's what narrow vision, nothing short of a visit

What shall we see at Christmas-time?
The mirth and laughter vanished ;”
While many a téhder, playful rite
By mute consent ig banished;
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